
 
   
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
There will be a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public 
Library on Thursday, January 20, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library 
at 400 Eau Claire Street, Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 
 

 
AGENDA 

 

1) Member Roll Call 

2) Citizen Comments (limited to 5 minutes per citizen) 

3) Presentation by and Discussion with Brian Amundson (Director of Public Works,  
City of Eau Claire) regarding the Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront District Project 

4) Motion that the Library Board of Trustees of  the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public Library  
convene in closed session to consider compensation of  the Library Director which, for 
competitive or bargaining reasons, is permitted in accordance with Section 19.85 (1)(e) 
of the Wisconsin Statutes. 

5) Motion to reconvene in open session immediately following the closed session. 

6) Discussion and action on 2011 compensation for the Library Director 

7) Approval of Previous Minutes of the Library Board (page 1)  

8) Communications  

9) Report of the Library Director (page 22) 

10) Report of the Library Board President  

11) Committee Reports  

a) Discussion and action on Distinguished Service Award  (Wright)   

12)  Report from the Friends of the Library 

13)  Report of the Representative to the IFLS Board  

14)  Financial Reports (NOTE: There are no financial reports for the month at this time.) 

15)  Action on Bills and Claims (page 42) 

16)  Statistical Report (page 53)  



17)  Consideration of New Business  

a) Discussion and action on 2011 library goals (page 55) 

b) Discussion and action on annual transfer of funds from the operating fund to the 
capital fund  (page 64) 

c) Discussion and action on policy review of the month:    
Policies (no change recommended)   (page 65)  

18) Directives from the Library Board of Trustees to the Library Director 

19)  Adjournment 

 
In order to accommodate the participation of individuals with special needs at this 
meeting, the Library will provide the services of a sign language interpreter or make other 
reasonable accommodations on request. To make such a request, please notify the Library 
at 715/833.5318 at least two days prior to the meeting. 
 

 
Trustees: If you are unable to attend this meeting, please notify the Library’s 

Administrative Office by calling 715/833.5318 
 



L.E. PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Trustees 

 

A meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public Library was 

held on Thursday, December 16, 2010 at 5 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library.   

Board members present:  Bruce, Fraser, Hauser, Pagonis, Stelter and Wisner.   

Board members absent:  Horan, Lee, Wachs and Wright.   

Staff present:  Jackie Depa, Julie Gast, John Stoneberg and Mark Troendle.   

 

CLOSED SESSION TO CONSIDER THE ANNUAL EVALUATION OF WORK 

PERFORMANCE OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR 

On a motion made by Don Wisner and seconded by Linda Stelter the vote was unanimous to 
approve convening in closed session to consider the annual work performance of the Library 
Director which, for competitive bargaining reasons requires a closed session pursuant to 
Section 19.85 (1)(c) of the Wisconsin Statutes. 
 
MOTION TO CONVENE IN OPEN SESSION 

On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Robert Hauser, the Board unanimously 
approved reconvening in open session immediately following the closed session.  
 

DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE EVALUATION OF AND COMPENSATION 

OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR 
On a motion made by Don Wisner and seconded by Linda Stelter the vote was unanimous to 
approve the evaluation of the Library Director as amended in the closed session. 
 

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 

On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Robert Hauser, the minutes of the 
November 18, 2010 Board meeting were unanimously approved. 
 

COMMUNICATIONS 

John Stoneberg shared an article entitled Librarians Forever!  He also shared the front page 
of the Town of Washington Newsletter from December 2010 which spoke about the cost to 
the Town of using LEPMPL and other libraries. 
 
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR 

 John Stoneberg’s monthly report was reviewed. 
 Library Legislative Day will be held on February 22, 2011.  Board members are 

encouraged to attend.  
 John Stoneberg and John Thompson and others from the library community held a 

meeting on December 14 with newly elected state legislators from our area and 
discussed libraries and their impact. 

 The Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront District Project held a public information 
meeting on December 8 at the Library. Part of the goal is to develop a plan for the 
reconstruction of streets and the riverbank in the downtown area.  The next meeting is 
planned in February 2011.  The Director of Public Works, Brian Amundson, will be 
at the Library Board meeting in January.  
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY BOARD PRESIDENT 

 Susan Bruce rewrote the Evaluation of the Library Director.  
 Susan Bruce wrote letters to the newly elected state legislators. 

 

REPORT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE IFLS BOARD 

Bob Fraser commented that John Stoneberg and John Thompson seem to be more active with 
library advocacy.  
 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

The Board reviewed the November financial report. 
 

ACTION ON BILLS AND CLAIMS 

On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Don Wisner, the Board unanimously 
approved the Bills & Claims for November 5-26, as well as the Supplemental Bills & Claims 
for November 2010. 
 

STATISTICAL REPORT 

The November statistical report was reviewed. 
 

CONSIDERATION OF OLD BUSINESS 

 The Library consulted with the City Attorney and was advised not to respond to Mr. 
Douglas E. Hegene's letter.  Mark Troendle briefly spoke about library safety 
procedures that related to this matter.  In a future meeting Mark Troendle, John 
Stoneberg and Larry Nickel will discuss safety and security issues in greater depth 
and report back to the Library Board. 

 
CONSIDERATION OF NEW BUSINESS 

 On a motion made by Stella Pagonis and seconded by Don Wisner, the Board 
unanimously approved the changes in the compensation and benefits for professional 
staff, pages and child care workers.  

 On a motion made by Stella Pagonis and seconded by Don Wisner, the Board 
unanimously approved the 2011 Resource Library Agreement between L.E. Phillips 
Memorial Public Library and the Indianhead Federated Library System. 

 On a motion made by Linda Stelter and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board 
unanimously approved the 2011 MORE Host Site Agreement between L.E. Phillips 
Memorial Public Library and MORE and IFLS.   

 

DIRECTIVES FROM THE LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

 John Stoneberg will add discussion and action on the compensation of the Library 
Director to the January Board meeting agenda. 

 John Stoneberg will re-examine the idea of an outside electronic sign facing Farwell 
Street as part of site development relating to the Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront 
District project and consistent with the design(s) chosen for the project.  The sign 
could be used to promote library, Friends and community activities, hours, etc.   
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 John Stoneberg will get an answer to Bob Fraser’s reference question regarding the 
origins of the name Haymarket as in the Haymarket area at the end of Eau Claire 
Street. 

  
ADJOURNMENT 

On a motion made by Linda Stelter and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board unanimously 
adjourned their meeting at 6:47 p.m. 
 

Submitted by Jackie Depa, Library Associate II 
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What’s the goal ? 
. . . to develop a plan for the reconstruction 
of streets and the riverbank that provides 

for use by all modes of transportation, 
creates incentives for development, and 

enhances the quality of life for businesses, 
organizations, and individuals who work, 

live, and visit the historic riverfront district 
of Downtown Eau Claire . . . 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The City of Eau Claire is embarking on a project involving a downtown traffic circulation analysis, 
transportation planning, and preparation of conceptual designs for the reconstruction of S. Barstow 
Street, from Lake Street to the Eau Claire River, and Eau Claire Street, from Graham Avenue to 
Dewey Street.  The project also includes development of preliminary plans for public improvements 
to the east bank of the Chippewa River, from Lake Street to the Haymarket Parking Lot. 
 
Major work was last done on S. Barstow Street in 1971 – when Graham Avenue and S. Barstow 
Street were converted to a one-way pair from Washington Street to Eau Claire Street.  The 39-year-
old pavement on S. Barstow Street is deteriorating, showing its age, and needs to be replaced.  A 
detailed traffic circulation analysis of the downtown area, including evaluation of the expected 
impacts – both positive and negative – of the possible conversion back to a two-way traffic pattern 
will be completed prior to reconstructing the streets.  The project also includes development of 
conceptual plans for the reconstruction of both S. Barstow Street and Eau Claire Street.  The 
Eau Claire Street portion of the project will include a special emphasis on linking the prominent 
public spaces at the confluence of the rivers and the Haymarket parking lot to the public library.  
The current riverfront and pathway lighting on the east bank of the Chippewa River was originally 
installed in 1978.  The 32-year-old facilities have 
fallen into disrepair and need to be replaced 
together with improvements to upgrade and 
enhance public access to the riverbank. 
 
 
To achieve this goal we need participation and 
input from businesses, residents, property 
owners, stakeholders, and all the other parties 
with an interest in the project. 
 

 
We hope to see you at the December 8th Public Information Meeting! 

Public Information Meeting 
 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 
5:00 pm to 7:00 pm (Presentation at 5:30) 

 
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library 
400 Eau Claire Street – Eau Claire Room 
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What’s the goal ? 
. . . to develop a plan for the reconstruction of 
streets and the riverbank that provides for use 

by all modes of transportation, creates 
incentives for development, and enhances the 

quality of life for businesses, organizations, and 
individuals who work, live, and visit the historic 
riverfront district of Downtown Eau Claire . . . 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Frequently Asked Questions 

 
1. What is the purpose of this project? 

Major work was last done on S. Barstow Street in 1971.  The 39-year-old pavement on S. 
Barstow Street is deteriorating, showing its age, and needs to be replaced.  The project involves 
the development of conceptual plans for the reconstruction of both S. Barstow Street and Eau 
Claire Street. The Eau Claire Street portion of the project will include a special emphasis on 
linking the prominent public spaces at the confluence of the rivers and the Haymarket parking 
lot, to the public library.  The current 
riverfront and pathway lighting on the east 
bank of the Chippewa River was originally 
installed in 1978.  The 32-year-old facilities 
have fallen into disrepair and need to be 
replaced, together with improvements to 
upgrade and enhance public access to the 
riverbank.  Preliminary concept plans will be 
prepared for the east riverbank outlining 
potential public improvements that would 
encourage investment in the Downtown.   
 

2. How will the concept designs be developed for the project? 
The City of Eau Claire recently retained the services of Ayres Associates, of Eau Claire, 
Wisconsin, to assist with the traffic analysis, public involvement, and preparation of preliminary 
concept designs for S. Barstow Street, Eau Claire Street, and the east bank of the Chippewa 
River.  Over the next six (6) months the City, with the assistance of the transportation 
engineers, planners, designers, and landscape architects from Ayres Associates, will be 
conducting a series of meetings to identify and understand the issues relating to the design, 
develop a number of alternative conceptual designs, and receive public comment and feedback 
on the preliminary designs.  The alternatives will be narrowed down to a preferred alternative 
to be carried forward for approval by the City Council.  
 

3. When was S. Barstow Street made one-way? 
1971 – The 1968 Comprehensive Community Plan recommended the development of Barstow 
Street and Graham Avenue as a one-way pair in the retail core of Downtown, to be coordinated 
with the creation of a pedestrian environment for shopping activity.  The major vehicular traffic 
was proposed to be routed on what was referred to as the “Central Loop” consisting of Madison 
Street, Farwell Street, and Lake Street surrounding and providing access to the Downtown.  
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4. Why do we need a traffic circulation study? 
The issue of one-way versus two-way streets in the 
Downtown core has been the subject of much debate 
over the past 20 years. The issue needs to be laid to 
rest and a decision made before the streets are 
reconstructed. The purpose of the circulation study is 
to obtain data on the current traffic pattern and 
volumes – then project anticipated traffic growth for 
the design year of 2030.  Using these growth 
projections, the engineers will evaluate the impact – 
both positive and negative – of continuing with one-
way streets or reverting back to a two-way street 
pattern.  The downtown street system will be 
simulated by computer modeling to illustrate how it 
would operate with one-way and two-way traffic 
circulation patterns. The work will include a 
depiction and estimate of cost for the modifications 
necessary for conversion to a two-way street system. 
 

5. What is the study area for downtown traffic circulation 
analysis? 
The area to be studied is bounded on the south by 
Washington Street, on the west by the Chippewa 
River, on the north by the Eau Claire River and on the east by S. Dewey Street.  
  

6. What will happen with downtown on-street parking? 
This project will evaluate streetscape and transportation improvement alternatives to 
maximize on-street parking spaces in the project area where feasible.  Consideration will be 
given to an on-street angle parking system scenario to determine its feasibility and impact on 
the parking inventory in downtown.  The on-street parking assessment will include 
consideration of delivery truck parking enhancements and their impact on general parking 
space availability. 

 
7. Will the project look at bicycle and pedestrian needs? 

This project is being developed to address multi-modal means of transportation which includes 
the needs of transit users, pedestrians, bicycles, and persons with disabilities.  The downtown 
street design concepts will develop long-term improvements to enhance pedestrian, bicycle, 
parking, transit, and traffic accessibility to businesses and recreational opportunities.  
Specifically, the desire is to create a seamless connection between the various forms of 
transportation and access for bike and pedestrian traffic to the downtown and riverfront areas. 

 
8. What is being proposed for Eau Claire Street? 

The Eau Claire Street portion of the project will include a special emphasis on linking the 
prominent public spaces at the confluence of the rivers and the Haymarket parking lot, to the 
public library.  
 

9. What are the plans for the east bank of the Chippewa River?  
This project provides the opportunity to achieve results in the Downtown Riverfront District 
similar to what is being accomplished in the Phoenix Park/N. Barstow Street area, by 
developing and improving the riverbank between Lake Street and the Haymarket Parking Lot.  
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The 2005 Comprehensive Plan proposes a downtown riverwalk from Lake Street to the award-
winning “S” bridge, with public overlooks at key points along the river. The plan also 
encourages the location of restaurants and entertainment venues along the riverwalk.  A major 
objective of this project is to stimulate economic development by creating opportunity for 
businesses and residential living along the river with clear pedestrian connections to the 
recreational trail system. 

 
10. Who will pay for these improvements? 

One of the areas of concern by many involved or affected by the potential construction projects 
is how the work will be paid for.   The consultant will be providing the City with estimated costs 
for the various alternatives developed during the preliminary conceptual design process.  The 
City Council will be presented with funding options, which may include a combination of 
revenue sources such as bonds, tax increment financing, and special assessments.  One of the 
funding sources may be the use of special assessments to pay for a portion of the construction.  
The City Council will hold public hearings on any proposed special assessments before the 
project would be authorized to proceed.    
 

11. What is the project schedule? 
The traffic circulation study is currently underway.  Traffic volume and turning movement 
counts were completed in November and the data is being processed and evaluated.  Results of 
the traffic circulation study are anticipated to be presented in January 2011.  Final 
recommendations on the traffic patterns are expected to be considered by the City Council in 
the spring of 2011.  The conceptual streetscape and riverfront designs are scheduled to be 
completed by May 2011.  Construction on the projects is not anticipated to occur until the 
summer of 2012.  However, preliminary work in preparation for the street construction may be 
started in the fall of 2011. 
 

12. Where can I get more information? 
Ayres Associates will be hosting a project website throughout the course of the project.  The site 
will be regularly updated with information and comments gathered from the public meetings, 
project exhibits, drawings, reports, and design-related information.   Access to the website can 
be found at the City of Eau Claire homepage (www.ci.eau-claire.wi.us) or the Ayres Associates 
homepage (www.ayresassociates.com). 
 

13. How can I make my thoughts known? 
Many people have expressed a deep interest in this community project and in the city’s 
downtown redevelopment efforts.  Through an active listening and input process, the design 
team and the City hope to gain an understanding of the public’s perspective and desired 
outcomes for the projects.  The public is encouraged to attend the public meetings that are 
scheduled to be held over the next six months.  Members of the public can also make comments 
through the project’s website or by directly contacting the following individuals.  The project 
team will be maintaining a log of public comments which can be viewed at any time on the 
project’s website. 
 

 
 
 
 

For additional information regarding the project, please contact: 
Brian Amundson, PE  Disa Wahlstrand, PE, LEED AP 
Director of Public Works  Project Manager 
City of Eau Claire   Ayres Associates 
203 S. Farwell Street  3433 Oakwood Hills Pkwy 
Eau Claire, WI 54701  Eau Claire, WI 54701 
(715) 839-4934   (715) 834-3161 
brian.amundson@eauclairewi.gov WahlstrandD@AyresAssociates.com 
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The Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront District Project 
 
 
The following are initial comments regarding the Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront 
District Project, and Eau Claire Street in particular, from both library staff and the 
Library Board. 
 
 
Our #1 Issue is safety.  

 This includes maintaining or enhancing the existing parking around the library 
and access to parking as it relates to getting to and from the library:  the parking 
ramp, across Farwell and Dewey Streets and on Eau Claire Street. 

 Lighting in front of the library needs to be improved.  It is often difficult to tell from 
Farwell Street if the library is open or closed in the evening.  This is also safety-
related when it comes to the protection of our customers.  (Funding for lighting is 
probably the responsibility of the library.) 

 
Notes: 

 
1) U.S. Bank 

 Consultation with and support and cooperation from U. S. Bank will be vital 
in making real inroads to any changes to the portion of Eau Claire Street in front 
of the Library.  We will appreciate your guidance and advice on accomplishing 
this. 

 
2) Eau Claire Street 

 For quite a long time, maybe 20-25 years, closing the portion of Eau Claire 
Street in front of the library has been discussed by previous library boards and 
a previous library director, Mark Morse.  Staff has also recently discussed a half 
circle in front of the library (see attached example) to provide customers an 
easier, convenient way to drop off passengers and to provide driver-side 
materials drop off without endangering staff that need to retrieve the materials.  
This suggestion is just a starting point for discussion.  We would also be 
interested in any alternatives to this. 

 Parking—diagonal, one way if possible.  One possible (and preferred) 
alternative to closing one end of Eau Claire Street in front on the library would be 
a one-way street with diagonal parking with entrance from Farwell and exiting on 
Dewey, but still having some version of a drop-off half circle with driver-side 
access to the book drops.     

 The town square idea which came up in the Hyatt Palmer study is still of interest 
to many but obviously much more complex to move forward with. 

 An October 2005 Technical Memorandum concerning parking concepts for 
the library included, among other alternatives, an alternative for two-way traffic 
with angle parking and an alternative for one-way traffic with angle parking on 
both sides. 

 Parking meters vs. time limits:  time limits much preferred.  There are an 
average of a thousand or more unique customer visits to the library each and 
every day of the year and customers require a variety of parking times:  10-20 
minutes; one hour, two hours and longer.   

 Bookdrops/and location:  want driver-side drop off, but not if staff needs to 
cross a street. 
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3) Farwell Street 
 Crossing—anecdotally, library staff knows that many customers--especially the 

elderly, the physically challenged and parents with young children--refuse to use 
the City parking ramp because of the danger of crossing Farwell Street, both 
because of the density and speed of traffic and because the traffic lights, even 
though we are told that they are correctly timed, are timed too short. 

 
4) Library Front 

 Lighting (see above). 
 A covered canopy area directly in front and attached to the library and go out 

and over the book drops in the island in the middle of the half-circle is desirable 
for lighting and to protect the customer in inclement weather. 

 If structurally possible, removal of a great deal of the upper portion of the 
cement frontage surrounding the library on Eau Claire and Dewey Streets 
and replacement with materials that would open up the feel of the library is very 
desirable.  Perhaps using wrought iron railings would help tie the library to other 
areas like Phoenix Park.  

 Use decorative concrete or pavers to make the cement in front of the library 
more attractive.  This might be tied to the design element that would connect the 
Haymarket parking lot and all Eau Claire Street to the library. 

 The library will be considering an electronic sign facing Farwell Street as part of 
site development relating to the Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront District project 
and consistent with the design(s) chosen for the project.  This would eventually 
need to go to the Plan Commission and City Council for approval.  The sign 
would be used to promote library, Friends and community activities, hours, etc.  
At this point, the sign would be free-standing with funding being requested from 
the Friends of the Library and other sources. 

 Depending on what finally is proposed, perhaps add more bicycle parking that 
is visible from the front of the library, located closer to where the sculpture is.  
Library customers are concerned about their bicycles when they around a corner 
in front and it is difficult to impossible for them to see their bicycles.  The cost 
would be a library responsibility, but if it was done, any other major change such 
as a trail or the construction of a half circle drive would have an impact on its size 
and exact location. 

 
5) Dewey Street 

 Crossing from the 7 South Farwell property is better than crossing Farwell 
Street, but drivers use Dewey Street as a short cut and often are driving faster 
than they should be when traversing it. 

 Consider a yellow flashing caution light on the intersection. 
 Consider increasing the number of stop signs at the corner of Dewey and Eau 

Claire Streets. 
 Reduce the speed limit on Dewey Street. 
 “bump out” at library parking ramp entrance/exit on bridge side to make pulling 

out of the lower level library parking area safer. 
 

6) Library Riverfront 
 Connect the Farwell Street and Dewey Street bridges with a trail/sidewalk with 

railing. 
 Install a cement amphitheater in the back lawn of the library facing the river that 

could be used for performances, reading, relaxing, etc. 
 Possibly construct a pathway from the front of the library to any trail or 

amphitheater behind the library. 
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Where the Books Used to Be

Last weekend I spent a couple days in the very impressive city of Carmel, Indiana, just north of 

Indianapolis. My hosts for this trip were Wendy Phillips, Director of the Carmel Clay Public Library, 

and her husband Greg, a Senior Business Analyst at FFA.

The two were very gracious hosts as they took me on an insider tour of the soon-to-be-completed 

Paladium Concert Hall, as well as their own state-of-the-art library, with a couple stops at some 

terrific local restaurants along the way.

As the Library Director, Wendy was well aware of the looming forces of change bearing down on 

libraries and much of our discussion focused on their future.

After my presentation where I described a far less book-centric future for libraries, Greg made the 

comment that it still wasn’t clear what would fill the space currently being dedicated to books. And 

so it is with that question that I will open this topic – looking back from the future and describing 

“where the books used to be.”

Page 1 of 7FuturistSpeaker.com – The personal blog of Futurist Thomas Frey » Blog ...

12/13/2010http://www.futuristspeaker.com/2010/12/where-the-books-used-to-be/
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During the coming years, libraries will be faced with a number of options for replacing their current 

inventory of books with electronic book readers. As some of the early adopter libraries begin to 

understand the economics and freedoms/restrictions associated with the devices, they will begin to 

move forward, replacing thousands of volumes on the rack with what will seem like a relatively few 

e-readers occupying comparatively little space.

In case there is anyone who thinks certain types of books are not reproducible in an electronic 

form, the tech community will invariably take that on as a challenge to prove them wrong. Over 

time book readers will develop around a variety of sizes and shapes to meet virtually any demand.

Strategic Planning Formed around Experimentation

With book racks leaving and space opening up, the question libraries will be asking is how best to 

align their services with the needs of their own constituency.

Rest assured, there will be no simple answer for this.

The notion of filling newly opened library real estate with non-book offerings is relatively new and 

the existing library services industry is currently only scratching the surface of possibilities.

Libraries will remain at the critical intersection of people and information, but little else will 

resemble what we have grown up thinking what a library is.

Much of the space will develop around kiosks, studios, theaters, and workstations. Activities will 

form around the consumption, participation, and production of information. Staff time will shift 

from sorting and organizing books to coaching and assisting visitors. Library management will shift 

from managing content to monitoring activity metrics.

In most cases, libraries will dip their tow into this water with a pilot project, followed by a second 

and a third. Each new project will serve as an experiment to gauge user reaction and perceived 

value. Over time, libraries will become very good at formulating project plans and staging 

experiments.

Long term strategic planning will, for the most part, disappear. Taking its place will be a system for 

experimentation that will dictate the direction of the organization through well designed systems 

for measuring user data.

Below are a few possibilities. These are intended to help spark your imagination and build 

inspiration for a better tomorrow.

Book Browsers 

The first issue libraries will confront is somehow replacing the discovery process that happens when 

people stroll past shelves of books as they spontaneously come across a completely off-topic title 

that somehow catches their attention.

Page 2 of 7FuturistSpeaker.com – The personal blog of Futurist Thomas Frey » Blog ...

12/13/2010http://www.futuristspeaker.com/2010/12/where-the-books-used-to-be/
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Looking for books on an Amazon or Barnes & Noble website is simply not the same as seeing a 

physical object on the shelf. Physical objects convey size and dimension. They present a style and 

imagery that somehow corresponds with the content of the book. The newness or shabbiness of a 

cover gives you visual clues about the age and popularity of a book.

The likely replacement for a stroll through the racks will be the Book Browser, a kiosk with a large 

screen that will serve as the next iteration of card catalog technology. It will present users with 

imagery and text designed to capture attention and give them some sense of the content. Each 

book will be “discoverable” through a variety of search mechanisms that matches personal interests 

with literary options.

Since the current selection of library books will be replaced with millions of new possibilities, the 

search process will need to be far more exacting than what exists today.

People to People Information

For young people today, word-of-mouth is the number one preferred way to receive news and 

information. For this reason we will see the emergence of people-to-people expert systems that 

allow those with questions to be matched up with researchers who can provide them with answers.

In much the same way libraries subscribe to numerous databases, they will subscribe to experts-on-

demand services that are staffed with 24/7 professionals from around the world.

Some will be as elaborate as stand-alone kiosks with browseable experts and person-to-person 

Skype videoconferencing. Others will be as simple as an online text messaging service to a random 

pool of skilled researchers through the library website.

Search Command Center

People who come to libraries are searching for information. Sometimes it’s an exploratory mission 

with only vague notions about what they are looking for, at other times they have laser-like 

precision in their search for specific data points. But invariably they will need help, and the Search 

Command Center is a central feature for a visitor’s first-contact.

Staffed with competent search experts, people will be guided through reference options, 

subscription databases, or a variety of other ways to uncover the answer to their specific 

information needs.

Real-Time Information Wall

A well-crafted information wall will serve as both artwork and information-at-glance. Constructed 

around streaming video technology, an information wall will host a constant stream of real-time 

information including such things as local and national news headlines, sport scores, population 

statistics, New York Times best-seller lists, top-ten music lists, national debt figures, weather 

maps, live webcams, local Twitter feeds, Google zeitgeist stats, and much more.

Page 3 of 7FuturistSpeaker.com – The personal blog of Futurist Thomas Frey » Blog ...

12/13/2010http://www.futuristspeaker.com/2010/12/where-the-books-used-to-be/
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Kiosks, Studios, Theaters, and Workstations

The options that a library will have for reinventing itself will only be limited by its own creativity. 

Single purpose workstations will attract single purpose activities while multi-purpose stations will 

elicit a wide variety of uses. Here are a few possibilities:

Audio studios for both audio capture and audio editing.•

Video studios for both video capture and video editing.•

Virtual world studios for a full-immersion experience as people participate and learn about 

life in their favorite virtual setting.

•

Gamer stations to add elements of entertainment along with practical applications of game-

theory learning.

•

Mini-theaters for group and team video experiences.•

Mini-planetariums for searching the cosmos.•

Digital tables for displaying information that maps out better in a horizontal format.•

Spherical displays to present such things as real-time worldwide weather data, global 

population migrations, travel itineraries, and satellite orbits.

•

Temporary Office Space

With much of our future forming around an increasingly mobile workforce with freelancing 

individuals engaging in project-based work, there will be a growing need for temporary workspace 

and short-term meeting rooms.

An emerging new trend is towards coworking spaces, which serve as social work environments for 

independent workers. Coworking spaces offer enough privacy so productive work can be 

accomplished, but also social spaces that allow sidebar conversations to spring to life.

Cyber Café

Well-run cyber cafes form around their own user communities. Many visitors will be largely focused 

on finding an open terminal and getting onto the Internet while other will bring their own 

equipment and be more attracted to the “vibe” or “scene” happening around them.

Inside a library, an effective cyber café will strike for the perfect balance between privacy and 

inclusion, efficiency and randomness, artsy and casual, and purpose and spontaneity.

Coffee and food service can be operated by the library or a contract food vendor.

Daycare Facility 

Libraries tend to have a unique symbiotic relationship with daycare centers. Because of the strict 

rules governing daycare operations, pay-for-service daycares are probably best run by a contract 
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service provider. By leveraging library resources and aligning themselves with the needs of the 

community, a daycare provider can offer a win-win service to fit the needs of many library users.

Finding the Right Formula

In the end, every community will need to be engaged to rethink their library on an ongoing basis.

Libraries are all about providing relevant services to their most relevant user groups, and that is a 

formula that can only come from within.

By Futurist Thomas Frey

Wendy Phillips Says:  1.
December 10th, 2010 at 3:45 pm 

Not yet a week has passed since Tom’s visit and our staff and Board are already geared up to 
continue the discussion about the future of libraries in general and the Carmel Clay Public 
Library in particular. Exciting and a bit scary at the same time.

Tim Says:  2.
December 10th, 2010 at 4:00 pm 

Tom, 
Fascinating topic that approaches a sadness I have been feeling as my local libraries cut more 
and more hours and become less accessible. The potent for future applications and use of 
these spaces renewed my hope. I love hanging around books, but being 53 that makes sense. 
A thought… I love theater and I have done live radio broadcast “old time Western 
adventures” in front of a live audience in Chicago. Wouldn’t it be cool to go to a library and 
have VO artists read books aloud enacting various characters per actor for listeners to enjoy 
an audio book theatrically?

John Craig Says:  3.
December 10th, 2010 at 4:26 pm 

Hi Tom,

Great article! EJ and I continue to think along related lines as the publishing industry evolves 
extremely quickly right now. 

We have several thousand web pages up and running to help people find her author’s books, 
using what EJ calls “associative marketing”. I’ve helped by writing software that updates 
some of the contents on all these pages nightly to keep the SEO engines very happy.

As a new author, reader’s don’t know who you are, and they don’t know the name of your 
book, so how are they going to find you? We place your book on the web where it will be 
found, when people are searching for a topic or for books or authors they do know. 

Each of our pages displays a collection of books all based on a similar topic (long-tail 
keywords come into play here). Our author’s books are promoted on these same pages too, 
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right alongside of famous authors and popular book titles. Visitors can buy any of them 
(we’re Amazon affiliates), but they quickly learn to associate our author’s new books with 
the great ones. It works!

This actually parallels what the brick and mortar stores do. They don’t shelve books based on 
author names, or alphabetically by title. They clump books together by topic, the most 
convenient way for customers to discover what they’re looking for.

I’m mentioning this because I like your vision for library lookup systems, and we’re actually 
implementing some of these future concepts already. People are discovering our books from 
their personal computers (mostly their cell phone computers in the future), and info-surfaces 
at the libraries will be soon be cool too as time goes on.

Thanks for your great articles from the future. We’ll try to get back to the DaVinci meetings 
as time allows. Maybe we’ll see you at the 2nd annual Rocky Mountain Writer’s Summit in 
January, or when I get my LucidBrake manufactured and shipped to the 1,019 people who’ve 
added their names to out “I want one when they’re available” list, we can meet on TV or 
something . Life is good.

Thanks, 
John

Nancy Garrett Says:  4.
December 10th, 2010 at 5:34 pm 

A bit over a week ago, I went on Google and simply asked “Is there a future for libraries?” 
And so met you at the American Library site. Loved it and signed up for your newsletter. If 
the libraries are to make the transitions mentioned, the biggest obstacle to overcome will be 
their people skills. After months of volunteering and shelving books, I was treated to multiple 
thank-yous but absolutely no indication that I was of interest. I require brainfood. Shelving 
didn’t do it so I asked was there anything else I might do, too. And was given the task of 
preparing a display on things to do around Georgia. Again, isolated with little to no 
involvement on anyone’s part. I was brusquely told that no one had any time to spare and I 
was on my own. So I took care of the project and then went on my merry way. Permanently. 
And I’ve found a libary a bit farther away with a bigger inventory and I’m no longer in the 
volunteering business. People skills? Not sure the existing personnel can make the transitions 
needed.

Robert White Says:  5.
December 10th, 2010 at 7:46 pm 

I’m unclear about how people will take an electronic book home. Even today, there are many 
people who use libraries who do not even have a desktop PC, much less an e reader. Just like 
we have become accustomed to getting most information on the net “free,” many people 
expect library services to be part of what they pay in city taxes. Does that mean e readers 
will be offered with the book already loaded?

And, current titles are protected for royalties which would prevent multiple copies being 
made. There’s much to work through!
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admin Says:  6.
December 11th, 2010 at 9:13 am 

Wendy,

Great to hear from you. You have a terrific library with far more options than most. Don’t be 
afraid to blaze a few trails. Your library is poised for greatness, so if you lead, the rest of the 
world will follow.

Here’s wishing you a fabulous 2011.

Tom

herbert rust Says:  7.
December 11th, 2010 at 11:45 am 

Hi Tom,

This is one of the most insightful and practical articles which you have done. It portrays a 
future for our national library system which is exciting, vibrant and stimulating. This future is 
iPad times infinity. Because it will be software based it will be quickly upgradeable and 
current. Large communities will be able to be thought leaders in new library offerings and 
smaller communities will be able to share, contribute and select according to their abilities 
and needs. Keep this one moving, its really exciting. 

Herb
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Education Information Services      125 South Webster Street      P.O. Box 7841      Madison, WI  53707-7841      (608) 266-3559 

   

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE DPI-NR 2010-01 
Monday, January 10, 2011 
Contact:  Patrick Gasper, DPI Communications Officer, (608) 266-3559 
 
 

Library usage up; state support critical to providing service 
 
MADISON — Over the last five years, public library visits in Wisconsin increased by more than 10 percent, 

circulation of library materials increased by 15 percent, yet paid library staff per capita decreased by 2 percent, a 

testament to the efficiency of Wisconsin’s public libraries and library systems in providing service in this time of 

economic need. 

 Wisconsin’s 385 independent public libraries have all voluntarily joined a public library system. The 

systems are regional library organizations created to improve public library services, increase Wisconsin residents’ 

access to library materials and services, and reduce duplication. In fact, Wisconsin is first in the nation in per capita 

interlibrary loan, which saves taxpayers an estimated $100 million by sharing rather than purchasing more copies of 

library materials. 

 Library system funding is the state’s primary program to support public library service statewide. The 

state’s 17 federated library systems are sharing $16.7 million in state aid for 2011. They recently received the first of 

two aid payments for the year. 

 “Public libraries are focused on service to their communities,” said State Superintendent Tony Evers. “State 

aid to public library systems is critical in providing these services in an efficient manner and is a sound return on 

investment for Wisconsin taxpayers.” 

 Library systems use funds according to plans developed and adopted by regional boards to meet the needs 

of each public library system area. Library system services include: 

 

• ensuring that system residents have complete access to all public libraries within the 
system area. State residents made 35.8 million visits to public libraries and checked out 
65.6 million items in 2009, both increased from the previous year. 

• coordinating the sharing of library materials among participating libraries to meet user 
needs. Annually, libraries loan nearly 9 million items to each other in response to users’ 
requests. System-supported delivery networks deliver interlibrary loan items. 

• providing training and continuing education for local library staff to help them offer the 
best possible service to their communities. 
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library usage – page 2 
 
 

• coordinating cooperative library technology projects. About 93 percent of the state’s 
public libraries now participate in shared computer systems that offer users on-line 
catalog access to regional library holdings. All public libraries provide the public with 
the use of computers with high-speed Internet connections and 95 percent of the state’s 
public libraries provide free wireless access for laptop users in the library. 

 
 All Wisconsin public libraries provide access to jobs databases and other job opportunity resources. Nearly 

90 percent of libraries offer technology training and more than 70 percent of libraries help users complete online job 

applications. In nearly half of Wisconsin communities, the public library is the only place that offers free access to 

computers and the Internet. 

 “Libraries are a vital resource to those seeking employment,” Evers noted. “All of our libraries are helping 

patrons search for jobs, update resumes, and improve employability skills. Additionally, many are working with Job 

Service staff and other organizations to offer assistance to the unemployed and underemployed. Wisconsin receives 

great value by supporting its public libraries.” 

 

### 
 
 

NOTES: A list of public library system aid payments for 2011 follows. This news release is available electronically at 
http://dpi.wi.gov/eis/pdf/dpinr2011_01.pdf.  
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2011 State Aid to Public Library Systems 
 

System Amount  
Arrowhead Library System ................................................................................................................................................... $487,338 
 Rock County 
 
Eastern Shores Library System ............................................................................................................................................. $642,827 
 Sheboygan and Ozaukee counties 
 
Indianhead Federated Library System ............................................................................................................................... $1,250,125 
 Barron, Chippewa, Dunn, Eau Claire, Pepin, Pierce, Polk, Price, Rusk, and St. Croix counties 
 
Kenosha County Library System .......................................................................................................................................... $442,972 
 
Lakeshores Library System................................................................................................................................................... $708,572 
 Racine and Walworth counties 
 
Manitowoc-Calumet County Federated Library System ....................................................................................................... $346,792 
 Calumet and Manitowoc counties 
 
Mid-Wisconsin Federated Library System  .......................................................................................................................... $838,244 
 Dodge, Jefferson, and Washington counties  
  
Milwaukee County Federated Library System ................................................................................................................... $2,974,447 
 
Nicolet Federated Library System ..................................................................................................................................... $1,188,235 
 Brown, Door, Florence, Kewaunee, Marinette, Menominee, Oconto, and Shawano counties  
 
Northern Waters Library Service .......................................................................................................................................... $587,893 
 Ashland, Bayfield, Burnett, Douglas, Iron, Sawyer, Vilas, and Washburn counties  
 
Outagamie-Waupaca Library System ................................................................................................................................... $675,015 
 Outagamie and Waupaca counties   
 
South Central Library System ............................................................................................................................................ $2,285,960 
 Adams, Columbia, Dane, Green, Portage, Sauk, and Wood counties   
 
Southwest Wisconsin Library System .................................................................................................................................. $403,712 
 Crawford, Grant, Iowa, Lafayette, and Richland counties  
  
Waukesha County Federated Library System .................................................................................................................... $1,065,150 
  
Winding Rivers Library System ........................................................................................................................................... $853,000 
 Buffalo, Jackson, Juneau, La Crosse, Monroe, Trempealeau, and Vernon counties  
 
Winnefox Federated Library System .................................................................................................................................... $984,315 
 Fond du Lac, Green Lake, Marquette, Waushara, and Winnebago counties 
 
Wisconsin Valley Library Service ........................................................................................................................................ $946,603 
 Clark, Forest, Langlade, Lincoln, Marathon, Oneida, and Taylor counties  
 
TOTAL ........................................................................................................................................................................... $16,681,200 
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January 13, 2011 

 

To:  The Library Board of Trustees 

 

From:  John Stoneberg, Library Director 

 

Subject: Report of the Library Director  

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 For the safety of library staff and customers, I closed the library on Saturday, 
December 11.  The powerful, and now historic, winter storm buried Western 
Wisconsin and dropped a record 22 inches in Eau Claire. The library was able to re-
open at its regularly scheduled time of 1 p.m. on Sunday, December 12.  Working 
with Larry Nickel, the procedure for closing went fairly smoothly thanks to 
groundwork laid by Bess Arneson during the heat-related closing on July 14.  
Because of the unusual year of both heat and snow-related closings, I will be working 
with Mark Troendle and Larry to revise and rework how we handle a library closing 
to make it as straight-forward as possible for both staff and customers.   

 Staff and I had a web conference with Kyle Wiseman of Library Ideas on December 
15.  We were pleasantly surprised by the product that he was presenting called 
Freegal and the library will be subscribing to it in 2011.  Library Ideas is working on 
the setup now and we should be able to get going by the end of January.  Freegal is a 
downloadable music service, like iTunes, that will be available from the library’s 
website.  All that the LEPMPL customer will need will be a last name and library 
card number.  With access to the Sony Music Entertainment catalog, Freegal offers 
hundreds of thousands of songs, over 100 genres of music and more than 50 record 
labels, all without having to download special software or have any digital rights 
management (DRM) issues to deal with.  Each customer will be allowed three 
downloads per week which they are able to keep. 

 Jeff Burns and I met with Mike Huggins on December 16 to assess where he was with 
jumpstarting an e-Democracy forum that he would like to see initiated.  The forum 
would be hosted on the library website.  Jeff has it set up as much as he can to date. 

 On December 16, Jackie Depa and I attended an elevator modernization walk-through 
for contractors who wanted to place a bid.  The elevator bids were opened on January 
11 and the low bid was from Joe Daniels Construction Co, Inc. (Madison). 

 Mark Troendle and I met with Mark Nagel from Craig Rapp, LLC on December 17.  
Rapp is doing an organizational study for the City: “a high-level analysis of City 
operations and structure”—although at this point it was a very general interview.  

 Jackie Depa and I attended the first construction meeting for the chiller replacement 
project on December 22.  The meeting was run by Dan Acker, the project engineer 
from Michaud Cooley Erickson (Minneapolis).  The project manager from Bartingale 
(Eau Claire) is Mike Franson. 

 On December 22, on behalf of library staff and the Board, I sent an e-mail with initial 
comments to Brian Amundson (the City Public Works Director) and Disa Wahlstrand 
(a Project Manager for Ayres Associates).  They are heading up the process relating 
to the Eau Claire Downtown Riverfront District improvements that I reported on last 
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month.  For your convenience, I’ve again included the two PDFs from last month’s 
Board packet.  The Library added a link (similar to the City's to the project) on the 
library homepage.  You may want to go to the linked site and review information 
there for the discussion with Brian Amundson at the Board meeting. 

 I took the opportunity on December 28 to send an e-mail (attached) to the members of 
the School Board to say to them that if the ENGAGE Charter School becomes a 
reality in 2011 that the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library would be a natural, 
collaborative partner for the school.  District Superintendent Ron Heilmann indicated 
that although the vote on the charter school contract wasn’t voted on at the meeting 
on January 10, it will likely be voted on at the January 24 meeting.   

 Larry Nickel, Jackie Depa and I met with Greg Mitchell from WISCO Signs on 
December 29 to have a preliminary discussion about the possibility of an electronic 
sign out front of the library and visible to traffic on Farwell and Eau Claire Streets.  I 
have spoken preliminarily with Pat Ivory at the City and he says the sign would be 
possible if it were considered a “site improvement.”  It would eventually need 
approval by the Plan Commission and then the City Council to proceed.  I would like 
the library to consider the electronic sign as part of what happens with the Eau Claire 
Downtown Riverfront District project and consistent with the design(s) chosen for 
that project.  The sign would be used to promote library, Friends and community 
activities, hours, etc.   I will be broaching the idea with the Friends Board about the 
Friends funding the cost of this sign at the Friends Board meeting on January 17.  The 
sign seems like something they might like to do and they have been looking for some 
way to make a major donation again.  The cost will probably be around $40,000 and 
would likely be a 2012 (or 2013) project so the Friends could begin to set aside funds 
for it starting this year. 

 Mark and I met a couple times and exchanged drafts in an effort to begin refining the 
detailed internal staff document for the 2011 portion of the strategic plan.  Mark and I 
had a Year 2011 detailed planning brainstorm with representative management team 
and division staff on January 4.  The feedback received from staff helped with 
considering further revisions.  The plan details in this month’s packet are a work in 
progress and will continue to be fine-tuned in an ongoing effort to make it a success. 

 On January 6, I met with Larry Nickel and Mark regarding safety and security issues.   
Larry outlined his priorities for the year as the point person on the staff for these 
matters.  Mark will become more involved in these areas and will be cross-trained to 
benefit from Larry’s acquired knowledge.  The recent tragedy in Tucson on January 8 
has started a renewed security discussion on public library listservs and Mark, Larry 
and I will follow and follow up on some of the suggestions. 

 Susan Bruce and I attended a Good Life cultural planning meeting at the Children’s 
Museum of Eau Claire on January 6.   

 I attended a MORE Executive Committee meeting on January 7. 
 December was a very busy month for Jackie Depa and me relating to end of the year 

purchases, but in general it went quite well.  Working with Mark, various managers 
and staff and the custodians:  replacement book drops; items for office relocations 
and an addition; two new vacuum sweepers; replacement book carts and public 
computer workstation chairs; an early literacy station; new door counters; new 
flooring, baseboard and a paint job in the old HRS office space; additional electrical 
outlets around the building; new die cuts for YS; storage shelving; and more all came 
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in and/or were taken care of.  The custodial staff has been extremely helpful in all this 
as well as the cleaning, straightening, painting and moving they have done in the 
lower level as we attempt to develop additional office and storage space.   

 At this point, it appears that Susan Bruce, Kathie Schneider, Elaine Wendt, Mark and 
I will represent the library at the February 22 Library Legislative Day.  Let me know 
if any of you is interested in going as well. 

 2011 begins a new year for the Indianhead Federated Library System (IFLS)'s "Speak 
Up for Your Library" Program.  2011 will be a very important year to speak up about 
the value of libraries.  As in the past, IFLS will be sending out about 1 or 2 emails a 
month about library advocacy issues.  Additional special alerts will be sent as needed.  
More information about the program can be found at http://speakup.iflsweb.org or go 
to the IFLS web site and click on Library Advocacy/ Speak Up!   There is also a link 
on the library homepage (to the right).   With the number of new legislators in the 
area, IFLS is requesting that you re-register as a participant at 
http://speakup.iflsweb.org/signup.php.  In addition to the Speak-up emails, IFLS has 
developed a Facebook page   http://www.facebook.com/pages/Indianhead-Federated-
Library-System/113001838732114?ref=sgm to provide news, advocacy alerts and 
information about libraries with many of the updates focusing on libraries in the 
Indianhead Federated Library System area.   

 OCLC's newest membership report, Perceptions of Libraries, 2010, a sequel to the 
2005 Perceptions of Libraries and Information Resources, will be available soon.  The 
new report provides updated information and new insights into information 
consumers and their online habits, preferences and perceptions.  Particular attention 
was paid to how the current economic downturn has affected the information-seeking 
behaviors and how those changes are reflected in the use and perception of libraries.   
This OCLC membership report explores: 

 Technological and economic shifts since 2005 
 Lifestyle changes Americans have made during the recession, including 

increased use of the library and other online resources 
 How a negative change to employment status impacts use and perceptions of 

the library 
 Perceptions of libraries and information resources based on life stage 
 The report, based on U.S. data from an online survey conducted by Harris 

Interactive on behalf of OCLC will be released in January. . 
 

I’ve attached two pre-publication chapters that area available and will give you more 
when the full report is available. 
 
 

From the Management Team & Staff 
 

Assistant Director/Human Resources 

 
Lots of internal hiring-related activities occurred in December.  Circulation changes are 
reported by Laura Miller in the Circulation section,  Public Relations and Programming 
Services gained a new 15-hour per week Assistant I for 2011.  Bess Arneson and Mark 
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Troendle revised the job description and, after going through the hiring process, Kris Jarocki 
was awarded this position. 
 
Time was also devoted to finalizing the job description and advertisement for the position of 
Business Manager.  Julie Gast will be retiring on June 3.  Various versions of the ad, 
depending on the audience, were posted to different outlets.  One new resource being used 
using, based on feedback from City staff, is Craigslist.  The announcement is generating 
interest. 
 
Mark met with Rod Bonesteel, the City’s Building Services Supervisor, to discuss two 
different issues.  One was to determine the location of the readout display for the new 
pedestrian traffic counter.  This was resolved quickly, but then a new issue became apparent 
involving incomplete thermal coverage which will need to be addressed because it affects the 
accuracy of the count.  The second meeting was to review a proposal from Circulation 
Manager Laura Miller involving custodial staff setting up and taking down dozens of tables 
for the five annual book sales conducted by the Friends.  After Mark answered his questions, 
Rod agreed that this was a task the custodial staff could take over from Circulation. 
 
Mark found several future training opportunities for two supervisors in response to known or 
anticipated needs. 
 
Bess and Mark met with an account representative from Recorded Books on January 7.  The 
representative reviewed various services and product offerings sold by his company. 
 
The annual end of the year Borders shopping trip due to unreceived materials went quite 
well.  Selectors made a concerted effort throughout the year to spend out fund balances 
earlier which reduced the amount left to spend at the very end of 2010 as compared to 2009.  
Technical Services helped in this effort, as they always do, by maintaining an accurate 
accounting of collection development funds and informing selectors which areas needed 
more of a push because various standing orders, for instance, won’t arrive before the end of 
the year.  Also, reference staff assisted by checking lists of desired materials against the 
store’s inventory ahead of time to see what Borders likely had in stock at their Eau Claire 
location.  Selectors also went to Borders with longer lists of preferred titles to possibly 
purchase than last year.  This was helpful because even if a title shows up as being likely in 
the store, it may or may not be available.  Borders helped, too, by pulling some of the titles 
we had supplied ahead of time; for titles they didn’t have time to retrieve, in many instances 
they wrote a note by the title indicating a fairly specific area in which it should be located.  In 
summary, many people played an important part in helping selectors efficiently purchase 
high-quality materials with remaining year-end funds. 
 
Staff Affairs coordinated an effort that resulted in cold weather gear being donated to 
Western Dairyland for distribution to families in need.  Youth Librarian Dayna Lovell 
reported the following items were donated: 52 pairs of mittens, 11 scarves, 3 hats, 3 glove/toe 
sock sets, 2 hat/scarf/mitten sets, 13 hat/mitten sets and 1 pair of slipper socks.  Staff Affairs 
sincerely thanks everyone who was able to make a donation. 
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Youth Services (YS) 

 
Youth Services offered kids a chance to read off their library fines with Begin Anew in the 

New Year.  This program gives readers between the ages of 5 and 18 a chance to reduce/clear 
their fines and get their cards back in good standing.  For every 15 minutes of reading, $1 is 
removed from their card (Eau Claire fines only).  The program takes place during set 
times/days at the library between December 14 and January 6.  Dayna appeared on WQOW’s 
Daybreak show on December 23 to promote the program.   
 
On December 4, Youth Services offered Winter Whimsy, a drop-in craft program. Downtown 
Eau Claire Inc. (DECI) celebrates the holiday season with their Christmastime in the City 
event, so this was just one of the many family offerings taking place downtown.  Craft 
programs are generally well attended and this was no exception with over 175 people in 
attendance.   
 
Artwork from Josh Pickford was displayed in the Young Adult Lounge during December.  
This was the first ever single-student art display that Youth Services has put up, and it was 
very well-received.   
 
Youth Services benefited from some year-end funds and was able to purchase 45 new die 
cuts to add to its collection.  Jill put the order together from customer and staff suggestions.  
Check out examples of all the wonderful, new dies on the Resource Room bulletin board.   
 
Youth Services is busy planning for some fun programs for kids and teens in the coming 
months.  First up will be a Girls Night Out: making natural spa products in early February 
followed by a Valentine’s craft program offered on February 12.  Alisha is busy working on 
a new LEGO club that will have its first meeting in February.  Finally, Dayna and Jill are 
collaborating on a program called Gross Me Out!: nauseating facts and disgusting 

concoctions that will take place in April.  As always, a 12-week storytime series begins in 
January that will offer 6 programs each week for ages 15 months and up.   
 
Circulation 

 
Circulation experienced some staffing changes in December, although most of the changes 
will take effect in January 2011: 
 
Jennifer von Klein was hired as the new Associate I in Youth Services.  Her vacated 30 hour 
per week Assistant I position in Circulation was filled by Kimberly Kohls.  Kim has been 
working as a Circulation Assistant at 19 hours per week for quite a while so will move easily 
into this new opening.  Barb Taves, currently a Desk Clerk, was hired in that 19 hour 
Assistant position.  Her vacated 15 hour per week Desk Clerk position was offered and 
accepted to Katie Johnson.  Katie will combine two Desk Clerk positions for a total of 34 
hours per week.  All of these transitions will occur on January 3 
 
Shanda Baseman, circulation page, will be taking an educational leave to attend a semester of 
college in Alaska.  Her position will be temporarily filled. 
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New curbside book drops were ordered and delivered to the Eau Claire City Central 
Maintenance facility.  These will be swapped out with the old ones on the curb on Eau Claire 
Street and the one below the library in the near future (weather depending).. 
  
With lots of end of the year activity, Circulation mail room pages were busy accepting 
deliveries and making sure incoming items went to the correct purchaser in the library. 
 

Information Technology (IT)  
 
In December, IT staff responded to and resolved 48 technical support requests from staff on a 
wide range of issues.  Additional highlights by staff member include:  
 
Kris Nickel 

 In mid-December, City Information Services staff upgraded MUNIS, the financial 
system used by all City Departments.  This upgrade caused the Library's portion of 
the system to become inoperable.  Kris worked with City staff to get a temporary 
solution in place while the City staff worked with MUNIS technical support to find a 
resolution. 

 Worked with Gus Falkenberg from IFLS/MORE to move the Telerenew and 
Teleforms PCs to IFLS.  These PCs are responsible for telephone renewals, as well as 
automated calls to alert customers of available holds.  This move is a result of the 
elimination on January 1 of the 28 hours provided for the computer operator position 
(Jolene Krimpelbein). 

 Kris completed a number of end-of-year related tasks such as "rolling over" the Home 
Delivery database for the new calendar year; performed a number of computer and e-
mail changes due to staffing changes for 2011; and built and configured a PC for the 
newly-created Youth Services Associate position. 
  

Jeff Burns   

 Continued working with Chippewa Valley Museum staff on the chippepedia.org 
website configuration and training. 

 Continued working on the MORE Test Port website--debugging additional resource 
scripts which allow customers to send searches to additional resources (Amazon, 
IMDB, Google Books, LibraryThing, AllMusic, etc.) 

 Began work on a free, open source mobile version of the online catalog. 
 Attended as SEO (Search Engine Optimization) webinar which will help improve 

search engine results for the library websites and aid customers in finding content. 
 Published/sent eNewsletter to the online subscribers. 
 Continued training on the new version of the CMS (Content Management Software)-- 

there are improvements for end users as well as staff editors. 
 Added and tested Novelist content enrichment scripts on MORE test port--this will 

display/suggest additional material options for customers. 
 

Jolene Krimpelbein 

 Trained Mary Blakewell and Teri Oestreich on billed, missing and lost and paid 
monthly reports.   

 Trained on Thursdays in HRS.  (Jolene moved to HRS on January 3.)   
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 Resent Park Falls notices that were sent to an incorrect email address. 
 Created PTYPE 51 per Laura and Mark. 
 Sent Laura Sand Creek information: barcode ranges 2 letter codes and terminal 

numbers. 
 Completed an IT help about an odd override--determined that the customer’s record 

had expired, so Circulation had renewed the item before changing the customer’s 
record. 

 Changed PTYPE 50 to 0 holds allowed per Laura. 
 

Public Relations & Programming (PRPS) 

 
PRPS staff continued management of digital entries for Wisconsin ArtsWest.  The 2011 
juried exhibit will be the 32nd year the library has organized, sponsored and mounted this 
regional art show.  Entries will be accepted for consideration through January 11.  
 
December programs included the opening of a new art exhibit, “A Collage of Art” by Roger 
Adams, and a meeting of the recently-formed Spanish book club. 
 
Other activities included: 
 
Larry Nickel 

 Made modifications to an aerial photo of Eau Claire Street for a downtown 
development proposal. 

 Completed troubleshooting for the Circulation intercom system and replaced a faulty 
telephone as well as troubleshooting for a microfilm scanner including ordering and 
installing parts. 

 Adjusted new light fixtures in the art gallery to coordinate with the current exhibit. 
 Worked with local contractors on placement of additional electrical outlets 

throughout the public areas of the library and cable management hardware for 
recently installed meeting room equipment. 

 Designed and coordinated the publishing of an advertisement in the Leader-Telegram 
for the “Wildflowers in 3D” program. 

 Changed the “hours” telephone recording for both sets of holidays. 
 
Melany Bartig 

 Created a publicity flyer for a group art show “Clay X 4 @ Longitude 92” featuring 
artists Margy Jean Balwierz, John Onkka, Marty Pearson and John Turula.   

 Created program flyers for Dewdrops on a Lotus Leaf, Cutting Edge Women, 
Wisconsin Wildflowers in 3D, and Facebook for Beginners.  

 Created a Club Read bookmark for “Biographies and Autobiographies.” 
 Created and sent an art show flyer to invite artists to enter the “The Summer of 2011 

Shoebox Show.” 
 Purchased end-of-year supplies 
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Kris Jarocki 

 Painted art show pedestals. 
 Copied and assembled packets for the “Dewdrops” program. 
 Finished the AV equipment inventory and labeling; updated spreadsheet. 
 Revised the Home Delivery schedule calendar.  
 Produced labels and the price list for the Roger Adams art exhibit.   
 Revised the spreadsheet and began processing entries for ArtsWest 32. 

 
Reference Services (RS) 
 
NEI   finished the upgrade of the shelving in Special Collections which will make a big 
difference for Reference staff and their service to customers. When the library opened in late 
1976, this electrically powered, compact shelving was very rare in Wisconsin.  The only 
other shelving like it was in the Secretary of State’s office in Madison.  The shelving has had 
continuous problems since the early 1980s and this upgrade makes much needed 
improvements. 
 
NMT Corporation completed the digitization of the first and second groups of materials from 
Special Collections.   Check out the digitization by going to the local and Wisconsin history 
section of the library website.  
 
In mid-December, Reference staff started using Meebo instant messaging software. The staff 
fielded 14 contacts in December. 
  
Cindy Westphal continues to add and edit the library’s website and recently added links to 
newly digitized items from the library’s Special Collections including 25 issues of The 
Rosenkrans Magazine from 1916-1922.  She updated the Author Alert section on the 
website, proctored 18 exams for students taking online or long-distance courses and attended 
a webinar on the Gale Usage website. 
 
Cindy is a member of a Focus Group process improvement team that is reviewing and 
making changes and improvements to the library’s “Lost Child” procedure.  Cindy has 
reviewed the current procedure and conducted research on the Internet looking for similar 
policies in other libraries. 
 
During December, 9 obituaries were processed and sent electronically. 
 
David Dial helped Bess Arneson and John Stoneberg in making year-end buying decisions at 
Borders by comparing top title lists for 2010 with LEPMPL holdings. 
 
Kathy Herfel continues the inventory of the newspaper microfilm collection.  Kathy was 
responsible for the Picks of the Month on the LEPMPL website in December with Home for 
the Holidays as the theme. 
 
Isa Small created several JING video tutorials to demonstrate how to use OverDrive for 
downloadable e-audiobooks.  She is looking into accessing an eBook reader to create a video 
tutorial for that format.  Isa participated in several webinars.  The e-government webinar that 
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she and Renee participated in was geared toward helping library staff understand the online 
government resources that customers struggle with.  The Job Accelerator (offered through 
the Learning Express database) webinar demonstrated how to use the resource for creating 
résumés, search for jobs and help with interviewing and application follow-up.    
 
Isa updated the BookLetters website to include four new custom newsletters (historical 
fiction, inspirational fiction, new e-books, and new e-audiobooks).  As part of this project, 
Isa worked with Lori Roholt from IFLS to find out why some WPLC items do not have 
records in the MORE catalog.  It was discovered that it can take several months for records 
of recently added e-titles to appear in the MORE catalog.  Lori agreed to send Isa regular 
updates of items that have recently been added to the catalog, so Isa can add them to the new 
BookLetters newsletter. 
 
In December, Larry Nickel put together a Reader's Advisory table on biographies of writers.  
. 
This doesn't happen often, but it's good to know it works when you need it:  Larry had a 
hearing-impaired customer who asked to use the TDD (Telecommunication Device for the 
Deaf) to make a call.  They weren't able to get the number she had to work, but Larry and the 
customer worked together to get her hooked up with the relay system by dialing 711 on the 
library TDD.  Computers and texting cell phones aside, it's important to know that there are 
still people out there who need a TDD now and again and know where to go for help when 
they do need one. 
 
Theresa Boetcher recently went through the Ready Reference "Foundation" materials and 
pulled out older issues and checked to see if newer versions were available.  Theresa 
continues to work with the Community Information Database and statistics for December 
included 62 records changed and updated and 2 new records added.   Theresa submitted 39 
ILL requests for customers.  Theresa updated the filing note cards for items received for 
filing at the Reference area.  She also updated the notebook with specific instructions on 
filing materials received for Reference. 
 
Interesting reference questions: 

 
A library board member asked about the historical origin of the downtown area known as 
Haymarket.  Isa found articles referring to the area as far back as 1876.  Kathy found a 
mention in Lois Barland’s The River Flows On about the area having actually been a hay 
market at one point.  The area of Kelsey Street was eventually turned into a town square area 
called Haymarket Square.  A theater was later added which hosted events such as vaudeville 
acts. 
 
Isa helped Keith McMiller locate information on Sinipee, WI.  He collects obsolete currency 
and had a $2 note from Sinipee and was unable to find any information on where Sinipee 
might have been located.  Isa was able to find a listing on www.ghosttowns.com and provide 
Mr. McMiller with a location of the town (in Grant County near the Mississippi River and on 
the Sinipee River) as well a brief history.  
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Home Delivery 

 
The Home Delivery customer total is currently 201.  Three customers passed away in 
December and five people were added to the program.   Kathy Herfel conducted Reminiscing 
with the Library at Heatherwood Assisted Living.  Seven residents participated.  Wisconsin 
history was chosen by them as the topic this month. 
 

Holds and Resource Sharing (HRS) 

 
The new offsite boxes arrived. Amy Marsh counted and inspected them; applied identifiers to 
each box and worked out a plan with Rod Bonesteel to have them taken out to the offsite 
locations. Two old boxes will be brought back to the library to be picked up by the libraries 
that wanted them.  The current spare box in the garage will be disposed of along with the 
other boxes. 
 
Some end of year supplies were ordered and arrived.  Amy made a trip to Menards and 
bought some materials to protect the wall where the carts are parked.  Rex Schermerhorn 
touched up the paint on the wall and installed the rail and plexiglass 
 
Amy worked with Jolene Krimpelbein to provide some training ahead of her January start 
date in HRS. 
 
A customer requested that one of the offsite boxes at Gordy’s South be left at the gas station. 
Renee decided that all the boxes should be returned to the front of the store when 
construction there is complete. This would be consistent with the location of the boxes at all 
of the other locations. 
 
December’s major snowstorm caused some difficulties with the offsite boxes.  There was 
snow in some of the boxes with damage to some items.  Renee made a trip out to empty some 
boxes that filled up in between pickups.  
 
Kathy Weldon will continue to get the gas for the van weekly during the Home Delivery 
route.  There are less time constraints for this route than for Bob’s morning route. 
 
Renee did a draft of the interlibrary loan policies and procedures incorporating the original 
proposal and ideas obtained from other libraries.  Becky Ford and Amy reviewed the draft 
and made suggestions.  Renee sent the document to Mark. 
 
Safety and Security 

 
Larry Nickel sorted through the electronic set-up of each door access fob currently assigned, 
deleting some records and making sure none the active accounts would expire on December 
31, 2010.  
 
Four door access card readers were not responding before opening hours one weekday early 
in December.  At the same time, an access control panel in the Administrative office began a 
high-pitched whine.  Larry called PerMar for repairs.  A technician was able to reset the 
controlling unit, which halted the annoying sound and got the doors back on line. 
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A customer reported that his walking stick was missing and may have been taken from 
outside the library front entrance.  With the help of Reference staff, Larry was able to 
identify two juveniles from surveillance video and spoke to the youths about returning the 
walking stick. 
 
Technical Services (TS)  
 
Mary Blakewell finished the 2010 ordering on December 23 and prepared for the end-of-the-
year shopping at Borders by selectors. 
   
Lori Jungerberg concluded her shelving assistance to Youth Services on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at the end of December. 
 
Donna Swenson and Jean Pickerign have completed the editing of 1,600 serial bib records; 
updating them with the holding patterns set by Renee Ponzio.  The project was begun over a 
year ago.  The edits will save catalogers, Assistants and Renee time and allow the serials to 
move through the Division without delay.  It was well worth the effort. 
 
Inventory scanning of the circulating collection was finished during December.  Donna set up 
a new schedule beginning over again with the DVDs.  Lori and Kristine Vinopal are 
currently scanning the music CDs.  Scanning this collection takes double the time of other 
collections because security cases need to be removed, barcode scanned and security put 
back in place.  In 2008 we began placing the barcode in a strategic spot so CDs could be 
scanned without removing the security cases, but, there are a large number of CDs older than 
2008. 
 
Hundreds of used squeeze boxes were offered to MORE libraries and to Friends for the book 
sale.  As the video collection continues to be weeded, there will be additional squeeze boxes 
up for grabs. 
 
The new replacement carts arrived and Teri Oestreich, Kristine and Lori tested them.  Seven 
carts were found to have faulty wheels.  DEMCO will send replacement casters. 
 
Sharon attended the Bib Standards meeting on December 17, in Bloomer.  Before the 
meeting started, she assisted MORE staff with barcoding items in Bloomer Public Library’s 
collection.  Bloomer is joining MORE.  Decisions made at the meeting: 
 

 2011 meeting dates were set 
 A list of major awards to be added to bib records, e.g. Academy awards, Caldecott 

awards, etc., was created; each award was claimed by a Committee member for 
inputting, no completion date for entering the information was set 

 audiobook items with exact title match, but a discrepancy in number of discs in the 
set e.g., 11  vs. 13 discs, should be entered on separate bib records 

 
Donna and Teri finished the music CD boxed-set project.  220 items had the discs and 
books/booklets brought together under one barcode and placed on the top shelf of the regular 
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music CDs shelves.  This project will be appreciated by customers who will no longer get a 
booklet when they wanted the music CD. 
 
Donna is up-to-date entering URLs that Renee requested for links from the digital archives 
on our website to the corresponding bib records in MORE. 
 
Donna and Jenny Karls are up-to-date on cataloging DVD titles in the VHS to DVD project 
John Stoneberg and Dayna Lovell have begun.  This project is funded by the Friends of the 
Library. 
 
Teri completed a supplies inventory and created POs for end-of-the year supplies that will 
carry the division over until the Bid order for 2011.   
 
Sharon completed a project for Youth Services that updated 28 daycare kit bibliographic 
records in readiness for the kits checkout to the general public.  New items were added, 
withdrawn items deleted and prices updated for each kit. 
 
In December, LEPMPL Catalogers searched and loaded 109 authority records into MORE 
catalog database to be used by all MORE catalogers. 
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December 28, 2010 E-mail 
 
 
To the Members of the School Board, 
 
I wanted to take the opportunity to say to you that if the ENGAGE Charter School becomes 
a reality in 2011 that the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library would be a natural, 
collaborative partner for the school.   
 
The public library has served all the students of the Eau Claire area for over one hundred 
and twenty-five years and until 1960 served the public and parochial schools directly.  When 
I began work as the head of the reference division of the library in 1977, students still 
attended Central Junior High in what is now the school district's administration building.  
1982 marked the end of a 56-year Eau Claire tradition: going to school in the Central 
building at 314 Doty (now 500 Main) Street.  Over the years, first as a high school, then as a 
junior high, 50,000 students attended classes there, not far from either the old or new public 
library building that they made daily use of. 
 
Many of the more than 1,000 visitors to the library every day are students and they have 
always been very welcome.   Especially with a downtown location, the ENGAGE Charter 
School would be well situated to make use of a library with almost 300,000 items including a 
large circulating collection of print and non-print materials in the arts; access to a variety of 
electronic databases and a dynamic library website (www.ecpubliclibrary.info); public 
computer workstations; a young adult area; an art gallery; meeting rooms; reference and 
youth services staff ready to assist them in finding materials and information; excellent 
programming; and much more.  The library also regularly displays youth art and has a 
Young Adult Advisory Board.  It would be nice to have students once again attending school 
in the downtown area and bringing the presence and vitality of young people to the area.   
 
We look forward to possibly partnering with the school and seeing what else we can do 
working together. 
 
John Stoneberg, Library Director 
L. E. Phillips Memorial Public Library 
400 Eau Claire Street, Eau Claire, WI 54701 
(715) 839-5001 (voice) 
(715) 210-9952 (cell) 
(715) 839-3822 (fax) 
johns@eauclaire.lib.wi.us  
www.ecpubliclibrary.info 
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EConomiCaLLy imPaCtEd amEriCans

americans are hit hard by the recession

The rise in unemployment is just one of the employment fallouts 
of the economic downturn. The U.S. national unemployment rate 
stands at 9.8% (December 2010), but our survey found that the 
negative employment impacts of the recent recession extended 
beyond unemployment for Americans. Twenty percent (20%) of 
those surveyed indicated that they had experienced a negative 
change to their employment status. 

Given the extent of the employment impact on the American 
information consumer, we wanted to better understand the 
differences in attitudes, behaviors and perceptions, if any, 
that may exist between Americans whose employment was 
negatively impacted by the recent recession and those who 
had not experienced a job impact. We explored how a change 
in employment influences or impacts information use. We also 
studied how economically impacted Americans have changed their 
use, perceptions and attitudes about the library.   

the economically impacted american

Survey data find 20% of Americans have had a negative 
employment impact—more than double the current unemployment 
rate. In this report, we define “economically impacted” as those 
Americans whose personal employment status has been adversely 
affected by the current economic environment, either from a 
job loss, a reduction in the hours employed, employment or 
reemployment at a lower wage, or taking on more than one job  
or additional hours to make ends meet. (The graphic on  
page 21 details the changes in job status that define  
“economically impacted.”)

20% of Americans—twice the unemployment 
rate—have been economically impacted

  Laid off from job, still 
unemployed

Increased hours of work to 
make ends meet

Reentered the work force

Working more than one job 
to make ends meet

Received a reduction in pay 
at current employer

Laid off, took another job 
with lower pay

Laid off, took another job 
with same or higher pay

8%    

Unemployment 
represents  

less than half  
of the job  

impact of the  
recent recession.

25–45-year-olds are most impacted

n EConomiCaLLy imPaCtEd       n not imPaCtEd       n otHEr

AGE 14–17

3%

9%
88%

AGE 18–24

18%

8%
74% AGE 25–45

28%

8%64%
AGE 46–64

23%

8%
69%

AGE 65+

7%
6%

87%

20%

8%

72%

28% 
of adults ages  

25–45 have had  
a negative  
job impact.
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a third of american families are impacted

Our survey also found that a significant number of the respondents, 
while not personally experiencing a change in job status, had 
immediate family members who had been impacted. If we combine 
the numbers of directly impacted respondents with those who were 
not economically impacted but had an immediate family member 
who was impacted, we find that over a third of all American families 
have likely experienced some negative job impact during the  
recent recession.

While we define “economically impacted” respondents in the 
balance of this report as respondents who were personally 
impacted, it is worth noting that the outcomes and attitudes that 
we report for the economically impacted segment of Americans may 
logically apply to an even broader household view.   

We are all concerned

Respondents, both directly impacted and those who have not 
experienced a job impact, shared similar concerns about their 
current livelihoods and future prosperity. Adults over age 18 were 
asked about their current attitudes toward finances, healthcare, 

EConomiCaLLy imPaCtEd amEriCans

Over a third
of American families 
have experienced 
negative employment 
effects.  

Americans are concerned about the future

n EConomiCaLLy imPaCtEd    n not imPaCtEd

Concerns related to  
the recession: 
• Job security for young adults
•  Healthcare, government aid 

and retirement for the mature
• Finances for all

jobs, retirement, government aid and their children’s education.  
Those impacted and those with no job impact are almost equally 
concerned about healthcare, the state of government aid (e.g., 
welfare, unemployment, Medicaid, etc.), and about funding their 
children’s education. Healthcare is the highest concern (60%) for 
Americans not economically impacted. As expected, the largest 
differences are in the areas of job security and finances. While more 
than half (58%) of economically impacted Americans are concerned 
about job security, just 29% of those who had not experienced a 
change in job status are extremely or very concerned about job 
security. Seventy-three percent (73%) of the economically impacted 
are concerned about finances compared to 50% of those not 
impacted by the economy.

Differences by age groups were also identified. Young adults, under 
age 25, are less concerned about finances than older Americans, 
but showed greater concern over job security, with more than 40% 
of younger Americans extremely or very concerned about jobs. 
Healthcare concerns increased with age as expected, but younger 
Americans are also concerned. Forty-two percent (42%) of younger 
adults have concerns about healthcare.

Concern about finances is more strongly expressed by Americans 
age 25 and older. Overall, 50 to 60% of Americans over age 24 are 
concerned about their finances. Similar patterns hold for this age 
group related to retirement concerns. About half of adults age 25 
or older are concerned about retirement, with the 46–64-year-olds 
most concerned. Government aid concerns are expressed by all age 
groups, but concerns grow significantly for Americans over age 45. 

more economically impacted americans are online

Our survey data show that compared to those not impacted by the 
economy, impacted Americans are more likely to use a broader set 
of online resources. Social networking, online research, banking 
and bill paying are the top online resources used by both groups, 
but the economically impacted are using these resources more 
extensively. Eighty percent (80%) of respondents who have had a 
job impact are engaged in social networking, compared to 64% of 
those not impacted. Seventy percent (70%) or more of economically 

n aGE 18–24      n aGE 25–45  

n aGE 46–64  n aGE 65+

Job security

80%10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Finances

80%10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Healthcare

80%10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Children’s future education

80%10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

retirement

80%10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Government aid 
(e.g., welfare, unemployment, Medicaid, etc.)

80%10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

Job securityFinances

18 years and older: Extremely/very concerned ratings

Healthcare Children’s  
future  

education

retirement Government aid
(e.g., welfare, Medicaid, 

unemployment, etc. )

50%

73%
68%

58% 56% 51%

41%

60%

29%

45% 45%

36%
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impacted Americans are doing research, banking and bill paying 
online compared to roughly 60% of those with no job impact.  

As expected, the most significant difference in online activities 
between the economically impacted and nonimpacted is related 
to seeking career information (51% vs. 17%), completing job 
applications (41% vs. 12%), applying for unemployment (28% vs. 
3%) and seeking public assistance information (21% vs. 7%).   

Economically impacted Americans are also using the library more, 
both online and in person.

Economically impacted americans are using the 
library more—and at greater rates 

The differences in information consumption habits of Americans 
impacted by the economy extend to the use of information at the 
library. Those who have experienced a job impact are more likely 
to have a library card. Eighty-one percent (81%) of economically 
impacted Americans have a library card compared to 68% for 
Americans who have not been impacted.  

Economically impacted Americans are 50% more likely to visit their 
library at least weekly (18% vs. 12%) and are a third more likely to 
visit at least once a month (36% vs. 27%).  

While at the library, those who have been economically impacted are 
more likely to use a broader range of services and are more likely to 
use those resources more frequently. Borrowing books and leisure 
reading are the top activities at the library for all respondents; but 
the economically impacted users report a greater level of use, with 
a third reporting that they borrow books monthly. Borrowing DVDs 
and videos is an activity that 20% of impacted Americans report 
doing monthly; double the rate (11%) of those not impacted.

Economically impacted Americans are making adjustments to their 
lifestyles and to their consumer-spending habits. The adjustments 
and how the library is filling the gap for these Americans is the 
focus of the next chapter.       

EConomiCaLLy imPaCtEd amEriCans
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Economically impacted Americans use library 
services more frequently 

What are economically 
impacted americans 
doing online?

they are more likely to  
engage in...

Social networking 80%

Research 74%

Banking 73%

Bill paying 70%

Seeking career information 51%

Completing job applications 41%

Visiting library Web site 38%

Applying for unemployment 28%

Seeking public assistance  21%
information

...compared to those not 
impacted.

Social networking 64%

Research 61%

Banking 60%

Bill paying 56%

Visiting library Web site 32%

Seeking career information 17%

Monthly use
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The library empowers Americans with alternatives  
to spending

Americans are using libraries more in this challenging economic 
environment—a lot more. 

To make ends meet, economically impacted Americans have 
reduced spending on leisure activities and entertainment, with the 
most substantial decreases in dining out and apparel. They buy 
fewer books, CDs and DVDs, and spend less on entertainment. 

Library use fills the gap created by spending reductions.

More than a third (37%) of economically impacted respondents  
said they are using the library more often than they did before  
the economic downturn. Increased library use is substantially 
higher than any other lifestyle activity increase measured.  
13 million economically impacted Americans—that is more than 
the populations of New York, Chicago and Houston combined—are 
using the library more during the challenging economic time. 

One area where Americans have not cut back: cell phones and 
Internet access to stay connected. The majority did not change 
Internet, cable television, landline or mobile phone services. 
Americans will sacrifice other spending to stay connected.

Noneconomically impacted Americans use the library more, 
too. Sixteen percent (16%) of these respondents—or 23 million 
nonimpacted Americans—cite an increase in library use. Library use 
is the lifestyle activity with the largest increase for all Americans.

We explore highlights from our data about Americans, economically 
impacted or not, who have increased their library use due to the 
economic environment.

Library use soars
Economically impacted Americans are using the library more—a lot more.

n InCreAsed       n deCreAsed       n no ChAnge       n noT APPLICAbLe

Library use

The LIbrAry…
emPowerIng AmerICAns

The library fills  
the gap.

Cable television services
5% no ChAnge 56%31% 8%

Landline phone
3% no ChAnge 54%32% 11%

6% no ChAnge 55%34% 6%
Mobile phone services

8% no ChAnge 74%14% 4%
Internet service at home

Americans are staying connected

Vacations
5% 13%deCreAsed 74% 8%

Living quarters/space
5% 46%deCreAsed 42% 7%

Entertainment
5% 11%deCreAsed 80% 3%

Dining out
5% 7%deCreAsed 86% 2%

Books, CDs, DVDs, etc.
4% 16%deCreAsed 76% 3%

Apparel
4% 12%deCreAsed 82% 2%

Memberships to clubs
3% 20%deCreAsed 44% 34%

5% 26%deCreAsed 53% 15%
Appliances

6% 20%deCreAsed 68% 6%
Electronics

Americans are cutting back

College education
4% 18%deCreAsed 32% 46%

11% 17%deCreAsed 64% 8%
Savings/retirement

Americans aren’t saving as much

economically impacted Americans are making lifestyle changes due to the economy

75%   
who use the library more 
borrow books, CDs and 

DVDs instead  
of purchasing.

Library usage  
has increased.

76% 
have reduced spending 

 on books, CDs  
and DVDs.

Consumer spending  
has decreased.

eConomICALLy ImPACTed

eConomICALLy ImPACTed

Source: Perceptions of Libraries, 2010, OCLC
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The library empowers Americans with technology

Libraries provide access to technology for those hit hardest by the 
recession. More than half of economically impacted Americans 
who increased their library use—7 million—turn to the library more 
often to access technology. Free Internet and Wi-Fi access and 
computer use are particularly important. Economically impacted 
Americans use these library resources more often—at twice the rate 
of nonimpacted library users.  

Economically impacted Americans who are using the library for 
computer and Internet access find real economic value in these 
offerings. Over half (63%) indicated they would not be likely to pay 
for computer/Internet access elsewhere if the library did not offer it.  
For most, it is their only alternative.

The library empowers Americans to revive careers

Libraries are vital in providing employment resources to the 
economically impacted. A third rely on library resources more often, 
or are using the library for the first time, for assistance in reviving 
careers. Career-related activities conducted at the library more 
frequently since the economic downturn include:

•  submitting job applications 
•  seeking college-related information  
•  seeking public assistance 
•  helping family or friends find jobs  
•  attending educational workshops.

The library is essential for job-related activities, such as seeking 
assistance in preparing a resume and for finding general job 
information, for a third (33%) of those who have experienced a job 
impact—or 4.4 million economically impacted Americans. Many 
library users also say that their library provides a place to think 
about their future and prepare for what is next. 

Americans rely on their library for job-seeking activities. Fifty 
percent (50%) of the economically impacted using the library for 
job-related activities would not be likely to pay for these services 
elsewhere if the library did not provide them.

And, the library empowers beyond technology  
and careers

Economically impacted Americans are using the library more 
frequently for technology, careers and much more—discovering 
and using many of the more traditional resources for the first time. 
Economically impacted Americans are 50% more likely to visit the 
library weekly compared with those not impacted by the economy 
(18% vs. 12%). First-time library activities among the economically 
impacted include reading magazines, attending children’s events 
and participating in community meetings.

economically 
impacted Americans 
are using the library 
to find jobs, and—for 
the first time—they 
are also...

Using the computer

Applying for local, state 
or federal aid (excluding 
unemployment)

Attending a meeting/
community event

Attending child-related 
events

Attending professional/
career development/
training classes

Seeking unemployment 
information

Reading magazines

The LIbrAry…emPowerIng AmerICAns

Technology at the library empowers

7 million  
economically impacted 

Americans have 
increased their use  

of technology at  
the library. 

I have two pretty 
[bad] jobs and can 
use some help from 
other sources to 
find a new job. The 
library is perfect for 
such a task.”
47-yeAr-oLd, eConomICALLy 
ImPACTed AmerICAn

Americans who have increased their library use are...

Borrowing books, CDs, DVDs, etc., more often 91% 79%

Accessing the Internet for free more often 35% 14%

Reading magazines more often 29% 23%

Using the computer more often 28% 12%

Accessing the free wi-Fi (wireless Internet) more often 24% 9%

Seeking public assistance information more often 24% 2%

Completing/submitting job applications more often 20% 0%

Seeking college-related information more often 19% 4%

Attending workshops/training classes more often 18% 6%

Helping family/friends find jobs more often 18% 2%
Source: Perceptions of Libraries, 2010, OCLC

EConomiCally 
impaCtEd not impaCtEd
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 120310L
Invoice Description Invoice #

3M LIBRARY SYSTEMS 213187 $1,347.00DETECTION GATES SERVICE CNTR OF45491

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $-4.40LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 2025305252L

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $12.44BOOKS-JUVENILE 075702094141

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $14.03BOOKS-JUVENILE 075702976410

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $19.96BOOKS-ADULT 201161364892

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $20.00BOOKS-ADULT 201165521529

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $20.51BOOKS-JUVENILE 075701464110

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $60.74BOOKS-ADULT 214709272327

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $73.02LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 226166945501

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $76.54BOOKS-ADULT, L & D 075702332499

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $100.91BOOKS-ADULT, L & D 023984280312

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $121.88BOOKS-ADULT 079177401014

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $124.08BOOKS-ADULT, L & D 111955160245

AMAZON COM LLC 213188 $128.41NON-PRINT MATERIALS 038758243337

AT&T 213189 $296.31MONTHLY SERVICE NOV-DEC NONE1049

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213190 $4.40LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 2025305252LL

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $10.18NON-PRINT MATERIALS I34567111

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $12.73NON-PRINT MATERIALS I35202560

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $14.24NON-PRINT MATERIALS I34794330

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $14.39NON-PRINT MATERIALS I33535120

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $18.66NON-PRINT MATERIALS I33052270

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $28.62LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS I34567110

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $43.19LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS I34567112

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $57.56NON-PRINT MATERIALS I34567113

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $296.70NON-PRT, BKS-ADULT, L & D 2025321254

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $842.89BOOKS-JUVENILE 2025316312

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $917.08BOOKS-JUVENILE 2025309104

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213191 $1,035.45BOOKS-ADULT 2025316310

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC 213192 $30.05BOOKS-JUVENILE 248024C

BRUCE, SUSAN 213193 $83.25WLA MILEAGE, MEAL NONE1049

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213194 $10.00LOST ITEM REFUND COLL AG LIBRFND1049

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213194 $12.99LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK LIBRFND1049L

CITY OF EAU CLAIRE 213195 $1,650.35AUG/SEPT/OCT 1259892

DEMCO INC 213196 $289.00SUPPLIES 4039919

DEMCO INC 213196 $434.70SUPPLIES 4036100

FALL CREEK PUBLIC LIBRARY 213197 $20.00LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK LIBRFND1049
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 120310L
Invoice Description Invoice #

FIA CARD SERVICES NATIONAL ASSO 213198 $25.05O/H DOOR COUNT BATTERIES NONE1049LL

FIA CARD SERVICES NATIONAL ASSO 213198 $30.72SALES TAX-RCVR FROM VNDR NONE1049

GAYLORD BROTHERS INC 213199 $77.86SUPPLIES 1496156

HAUSER, ROBERT 213200 $64.85WLA MILEAGE NONE1049

HERITAGE MICROFILM 213201 $790.50PERIODICALS 158850

HUDSON PUBLIC LIBRARY 213202 $9.59LOST ITEM REFUND JUV BK LIBRFND1049

INSTITUTE FOR CAREER RESEARCH 213203 $399.00IFLS SUBSCRIPTION 1 NONE1049

MENOMONIE PUBLIC LIBRARY 213204 $9.95LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK LIBRFND1049L

MENOMONIE PUBLIC LIBRARY 213204 $14.49LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1049L

MENOMONIE PUBLIC LIBRARY 213204 $21.99LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1049

NICKEL, KRISTIN 213205 $28.49SUPPLIES NONE1049

PER MAR SECURITY SERVICES 213206 $1,147.53SEC SYS MONITOR DEC-FEB 575393

TANTOR MEDIA 213207 $57.59NON-PRINT MATERIALS 38176

TURTLE LAKE PUBLIC LIBRARY 213208 $40.00LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1049

$10,955.47
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 121010L
Invoice Description Invoice #

AT&T 213209 $33.47CELL PHONES NOV-DEC NONE1050

AUDIOGO 213210 $40.00LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 404957

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $8.83BOOKS-JUVENILE 5011145666

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $62.14BOOKS-JUVENILE, L&D 2025344049

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $68.38BOOKS-ADULT 2025339592

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $107.23LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS I36309850

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $160.52BOOKS-JUVENILE, L&D 2025339686

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $172.69BOOKS-JUVENILE 2025339532

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $302.96BOOKS-JUVENILE 2025332570

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $310.66BOOKS-ADULT 5011148503

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $375.03BOOKS-ADULT 2025337857

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $393.25BOOKS-JUVENILE 2025344380

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $427.74BOOKS-JUVENILE, L&D 2025347102

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $618.74BOOKS-ADULT, NONPRINT 2025347896

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $838.32BOOKS-JUVENILE 2025344189

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213211 $1,151.18MORE DVDS I36335620

BOOKS ON TAPE 213212 $39.95NON-PRINT MATERIALS 1080522180

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213213 $25.00LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK LIBRFND1050L

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY 213213 $29.95LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK LIBRFND1050

CITY OF EAU CLAIRE 213214 $392.66VAN REPAIR/MAINT/GAS-OCT 114114

CITY OF EAU CLAIRE 213214 $2,097.83VOIP/HEALTH DED/DONOR REC 114113

CUSTOM SOUND & VIDEO LLC 213215 $945.60SOUND SYSTEM ECPL15

CUSTOM SOUND & VIDEO LLC 213215 $1,204.60SOUND SYSTEM ECPL16

CUSTOM SOUND & VIDEO LLC 213215 $1,252.00VIDEO CABLING ECPL13

CUSTOM SOUND & VIDEO LLC 213215 $1,377.95VIDEO CABLING ECPL12L

DISCOUNTOFFICEITEMS.COM 213216 $250.71EQ/SUPPLIES 556211-101123

EO JOHNSON CO INC 213217 $11.81CIRC WKRM SVC K SEP-NOV CNIN455848

FLYING FISH GRAPHICS 213218 $32.96LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 4072

FREDERIC PUBLIC LIBRARY 213219 $26.20LOST ITEM REFUND FINES LIBRFND1050

GALE GROUP 213220 $39.58BOOKS-ADULT 17001402

GALE GROUP 213220 $44.99BOOKS-ADULT 16996430

GALE GROUP 213220 $59.99BOOKS-ADULT 16994405

GALE GROUP 213220 $64.78BOOKS-ADULT 16995130

GALE GROUP 213220 $71.99BOOKS-ADULT 16994926

GALE GROUP 213220 $89.98BOOKS-ADULT 16998999

GALE GROUP 213220 $93.73BOOKS-ADULT 16995587
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 121010L
Invoice Description Invoice #

GALE GROUP 213220 $96.73BOOKS-ADULT 17001182

GALE GROUP 213220 $238.24BOOKS-ADULT 17004884

GALE GROUP 213220 $319.41BOOKS-ADULT 16998062

GREENDOOR GRAPHICS ADVERTISIN 213221 $3,000.00SIGNAGE DESIGN GG6950

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP 213222 $2,521.48COBRA/RETIRES JAN 2011 NONE1050L

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP 213222 $29,197.00ACTIVES JAN 2011 NONE1050

INDIANHEAD FEDERATED LIBRARY SY213223 $402.72SUPPLIES M210276

JAYS SIGN SERVICE 213224 $115.00BANNER INSTALLATION 20052

KIPLINGER LETTER 213225 $89.00KIPLINGER LETTER NONE1050

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC 213226 $133.36MAIL FEE/POSTAGE GAKAB 22210

LOGISTECH INC 213227 $46.52BOOKS-ADULT 130155

LOGISTECH INC 213227 $61.58BOOKS-ADULT 130346

LOGISTECH INC 213227 $122.81BOOKS-ADULT 130478

MENARDS EAST 213228 $162.95SUPPLIES 13816

MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INS 213229 $1,133.76JAN 2011 NONE1050

OFFICE WORLD INC 213230 $1,543.49EQ/SUPPLIES 1047084

PER MAR SECURITY SERVICES 213231 $75.00CAMERA 3 582355

POLK COUNTY LIBRARY 213232 $5.00LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK LIBRFND1050

REGENT BOOK CO 213233 $36.09BOOKS-ADULT 41995

SOFTMART GOVT SERVICES INC 213234 $492.00SUPPLIES ARINV-247421

WORKMAN PUBLISHING CO INC 213235 $13.00LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 3176836

$53,028.54
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 121710L
Invoice Description Invoice #

ALTOONA PUBLIC LIBRARY 213236 $12.00LIBRARY REFUND LIBRARY REF

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $3.35LOST/DMGD 186076748999

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $5.93LOST/DMGD 160179818993

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $10.17BOOKS-ADULT 174184035443

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $13.42BOOKS-JUV 219043719296

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $18.89LOST/DMGD 186072112445

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $23.14BOOKS-ADULT, JUV 280924715393

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $32.95BOOKS-ADULT 280926257546

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $38.13BOOKS-ADULT 186078000873

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $50.84BOOKS-ADULT 186070621856

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $51.76BOOKS-JUV 28092019122

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $59.03BOOKS-JUV 007412053473

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $69.73BOOKS-ADULT 186070333913

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $145.28BOOKS-ADULT 186075442954

AMAZON COM LLC 213237 $287.26BOOKS-ADULT, LOST/DMGD 174187519326

AMAZON COM LLC 213238 $7.98NONPRINT 201167116576

AMAZON COM LLC 213239 $12.55BOOKS-ADULT 026139653591

AMAZON COM LLC 213240 $13.98NON-PRINT 277322526988

AMAZON COM LLC 213241 $17.48FRIENDS VID TO DVD 204872091736

AMAZON COM LLC 213242 $17.99NONPRINT 213597620581

AMAZON COM LLC 213243 $20.93NONPRINT 244460560512

AMAZON COM LLC 213244 $20.98NONPRINT 179215175106

AMAZON COM LLC 213245 $22.49NONPRINT 086200516892

AMAZON COM LLC 213246 $22.76BOOKS-ADULT 032241836338

AMAZON COM LLC 213247 $29.90BOOKS-ADULT 026138774769

AMAZON COM LLC 213248 $44.86NONPRT, BKS-JUV, L&D 021832878680

AMAZON COM LLC 213249 $45.05BOOKS-ADULT 026131706670

AMAZON COM LLC 213250 $52.49NONPRINT 021570777817

AMAZON COM LLC 213251 $55.00NONPRINT 170793955117

AMAZON COM LLC 213252 $64.32BOOKS-ADULT, JUV, L&D 021838382399

AMAZON COM LLC 213253 $68.00BOOKS-JUV 170794962904

AMAZON COM LLC 213254 $68.00BOOKS-JUV 170795504415

AMAZON COM LLC 213255 $88.08NONPRT, BKS-JUV, GIFTS, L&D 021570553459

AMAZON COM LLC 213256 $98.59FRIENDS CHINESE MATERIAL 204878898980

AT&T 213257 $330.08MONTHLY PHONE USE 1001 120 8351

AT&T GLOBAL SERVICES INC 213258 $50.34PHONEBOOK LISTINGS LEPHILLIPS LI
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 121710L
Invoice Description Invoice #

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $12.73NONPRINT I36782570

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $21.59NONPRINT I37684421

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $31.60LOST/DMGD I37684420

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $62.31BOOKS-ADULT, NONPRINT 2025365800

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $74.91BOOKS-ADULT 2025348347

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $99.35BOOKS-JUV, LOST/DMGD 2025363766

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $104.13BOOKS-ADULT 2025362866

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $107.95NONPRINT I37684422

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $129.54IFLS NONPRINT V33382260

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $129.54MORE DVDS V33382310

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $205.46BOOOKS-ADULT 5011168941

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $240.71BOOKS-JUV, LOST/DMGD 2025351507

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $286.05BOOKS-JUV, LOST/DMGD 2025358319

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $403.64NONPRINT I36296950

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $595.86MORE DVDS I36335630

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $621.55BOOKS-ADULT 2025351486

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $690.67BOOKS-ADULT, JUV 2025366904

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $1,047.10BOOKS-ADULT 2025358713

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213259 $1,781.68BOOKS-ADULT 2025348292

BOOK FARM INC 213260 $79.96BOOKS-JUV 0021657

BOOK FARM INC 213260 $2,446.05BOOKS-JUV 0021658

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC 213261 $24.30BOOKS-JUV 254056C

COLLINS-FUERBRINGER, MICHELLE 213262 $22.00TRAVEL RMB TRAVEL RMB

DISCOUNT SCHOOL SUPPLY 213263 $150.82SUPPLIES D13237840001

EAU CLAIRE PRESS COMPANY INC 213264 $956.00SUBSCRIPTION OL300-10

FOUNDATION CENTER 213265 $995.00SUBSCRIPTION H817254

FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS LTD 213266 $10.81RETURN REMOTE 3774616

GALE GROUP 213267 $47.24BOOKS-ADULT 17015358

GALE GROUP 213267 $95.23BOOKS-ADULT 17011172

GALE GROUP 213267 $119.98BOOKS-ADULT 17011485

GALE GROUP 213267 $121.48BOOKS-ADULT 17010484

GALE GROUP 213267 $129.73BOOKS-ADULT 17009168

GALE GROUP 213267 $200.21BOOKS-ADULT 17010049

GALE GROUP 213267 $746.25SUBSCRIPTION 17007125

HUDSON ELECTRIC INC 213268 $6,485.00ELECTRICAL IMPROVEMENTS 8402

INFO USA MARKETING INC 213269 $9,398.00SUBSCRIPTION 1090068392
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 121710L
Invoice Description Invoice #

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC 213270 $110.88ART SHOW MAILING 22394

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC 213270 $146.82PLANNED GIVING LETTER 22349

LERNER PUBLISHING GROUP 213271 $362.99BOOKS-JUV 992359

MEGA FOODS 213272 $14.97RFRSHMNTS 332437

MEGA FOODS 213272 $32.80RFRSHMNTS 332435

PERSONNEL EVALUATION INC 213273 $107.35TESTING FEE 95398

REFUND-LIBRARY 213275 $20.95LIBRARY REFUND RFND

TEACHING COMPANY 213276 $654.65BOOKMARKS REMEMBRANCE 6140167

UNIQUE MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC213277 $787.60COLLECTION AGENCY 203562

WI DEPT OF ADMINISTRATION 213278 $0.06STS AUGUST AUGUST

WI DEPT OF ADMINISTRATION 213278 $107.20STS JULY JULY

$32,994.43
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 122310L
Invoice Description Invoice #

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $11.55BOOKS-JUVENILE 217571883930

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $13.84LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 219046152376

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $17.05NONPRINT 217570902863

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $38.84BOOKS-ADULT, L&D 186076220814

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $38.89BOOKS-JUVENILE 022986603762

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $41.91L&D NONPRINT, NONPRINT 290637231102

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $42.02BOOKS-ADULT 047050125117

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $42.67BOOKS-ADULT, NONPRT, L&D 100033373795

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $54.25BOOKS-ADULT 047057449568

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $56.85BOOKS-ADULT 073421675659

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $74.85BOOKS-ADULT 100037655536

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $85.42L&D NONPRT, BOOKS-JUV 217570952509

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $87.45BOOKS-AD/JUV, L&D 219047226444

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $113.43NONPRINT 059110094506

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $165.33BOOKS-ADULT 047056571719

AMAZON COM LLC 213279 $213.14BOOKS-AD/JUV, NONPRT, L&D 229997783403

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $-18.70NONPRINT I393837CM

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $-16.98BOOKS-ADULT 0002073699

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $-14.46BOOKS-ADULT 0002073700

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $-12.57BOOKS-ADULT 0002069338

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $-4.70BOOKS-JUVENILE 0002073144

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $-4.40BOOKS-JUVENILE 0002073143

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $3.91LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 2025376347

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $8.48LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS I37936720

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $14.36LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS I37684430

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $24.49LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS I37936721

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $25.02LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS I38326680

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $63.54BOOKS-ADULT 2025370400

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $81.84BOOKS-JUVENILE, L&D 2025374830

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $86.34MORE DVDS V35987150

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $86.34MORE DVDS V35987151

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $129.36MORE DVDS V36224230

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $135.35BOOKS-ADULT 2025381748

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $166.23NONPRINT I38108200

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $251.95BOOKS-JUVENILE, L&D 2025390550

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $259.14MORE DVDS V34535870
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 122310L
Invoice Description Invoice #

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $348.80BOOKS-JUVENILE, L&D 2025371533

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $2,244.78BOOKS-ADULT, NONPRT, L&D 2025375453

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213280 $4,570.00TITLE SOURCE Z13NS6864M

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC 213281 $73.88BOOKS-JUVENILE 259026C

BRODART INC 213282 $1,256.64SUPPLIES 158834

CDW GOVERNMENT 213283 $91.59SUPPLIES VPZ7785

CDW GOVERNMENT 213283 $91.59SUPPLIES VQK1555

COMPUTYPE 213284 $368.83SUPPLIES 532438

DEMCO INC 213285 $934.20SUPPLIES 4053936

DR MOON MEMORIAL LIBRARY 213286 $35.00LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1052

ELLISON EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT I 213287 $1,435.49SUPPLIES 2643099

EO JOHNSON CO INC 213288 $492.11SUPPLIES ARIN248225

EO JOHNSON CO INC 213288 $492.13SUPPLIES ARIN247801

GALE GROUP 213289 $27.00BOOKS-ADULT 17018102

GAYLORD BROTHERS INC 213290 $31.72SUPPLIES 1503993

GRESSCO LTD 213291 $481.46SUPPLIES IN028142

INSTY PRINTS 213292 $205.00SUPPLIES 69563

KENT ADHESIVE PRODUCTS CO 213293 $907.41SUPPLIES 1121689

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC 213294 $1,212.63POSTAGE/MAIL FEE NOVEMBER NONE1052

LAKESHORE LEARNING MATERIALS 213295 $405.56SUPPLIES 1382821210

LIBRARY IDEAS LLC 213296 $7,100.00FREEGAL/IFLS SUBSCRIPTION 350

LONGS ELECTRONICS 213297 $314.73SUPPLIES 0010154526

MEGA 213298 $51.98ADM LEGSLTR LUNCH 332341

NATIONAL AUDIO COMPANY INC 213299 $925.66SUPPLIES 612953

PLUM CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY 213300 $48.00LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1052

RICE LAKE PUBLIC LIBRARY 213301 $31.99LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1052

ROONEY PRINTING CO 213302 $549.06PRINTING 36770

RTI 213303 $219.95SUPPLIES 155274

TEACHING COMPANY 213304 $5.00LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS 6094813

WI DEPT OF ADMINISTRATION 213305 $600.00TEACH LN 6 MO HOST AGENCY 063388

XCEL ENERGY 213306 $6,609.36NOV-DEC GAS & ELECTRIC 263271548

$34,523.58
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Vendor Name Check # Amount

Warrant Report for 123110L
Invoice Description Invoice #

AMAZON COM LLC 213307 $215.39BOOKS-ADULT, L&D 257851501352

AMERICAN BOOK RETURNS 213308 $12,016.64BOOK DROPS 12371

AMERICAN BOOK RETURNS 213308 $29,488.80BOOK DROPS 12354

AT&T 213309 $381.88MONTHLY SERVICE DEC-JAN NONE1053

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213310 $74.16BOOKS-JUVENILE 2025410843

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213310 $151.14MORE DVDS I39714620

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213310 $151.14MORE DVDS I39714621

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213310 $202.20BOOKS-ADULT, BOOKS-JUV 2025410607

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213310 $270.84BOOKS-JUVENILE 2025410805

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213310 $441.30BOOKS-JUV & ADULT, L&D 2025410688

BAKER & TAYLOR INC 213310 $596.20BOOKS-ADULT, NONPRINT 2025398907

BLACKSTONE AUDIO INC 213311 $52.50NON-PRINT MATERIALS 555468

CDW GOVERNMENT 213313 $279.70SUPPLIES VSS4614

DISCOUNTOFFICEITEMS.COM 213314 $3,393.68SHELVING/DIVIDERS 560389-101202

ELLISON EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT I 213315 $208.58SUPPLIES 2644266

FREDERIC PUBLIC LIBRARY 213316 $18.00LOST ITEM REFUND ADULT BK LIBRFND1053

GALE GROUP 213317 $24.00BOOKS-ADULT 17031478

GALE GROUP 213317 $44.99BOOKS-ADULT 17030665

GALE GROUP 213317 $46.49BOOKS-ADULT 17031273

GALE GROUP 213317 $72.74BOOKS-ADULT 17029648

HERFEL, KATHY 213318 $179.92FRNDS HM DELV CARDS, CANDY NONE1053

HUDSON PUBLIC LIBRARY 213319 $12.00LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1053

KROLL BROS 213320 $2,425.00FLOORING 919

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC 213321 $297.25MAIL FEE, POSTAGE NEWSLTR 22425

LAKESHORE LEARNING MATERIALS 213322 $24.95SUPPLIES 1368011210

MIDWEST LIBRARY SYSTEMS 213323 $1,256.79SUPPLIES 8-2053

NEW RICHMOND PUBLIC LIBRARY 213324 $19.00LOST ITEM REFUND ADULT BK LIBRFND1053

OFFICE DEPOT 213325 $991.07SUPPLIES 1226693

PETTY CASH 213327 $9.98ORNAMENTS SHOPKO NONE1053

PETTY CASH 213327 $28.77PLANNED GV POSTAGE DUE NONE1053L

PUBLIC MEDIA DISTRIBUTION LLC 213326 $39.95NON-PRINT MATERIALS 800051831

REFUND-LIBRARY 213328 $19.99LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1053

VILLAGE OF CADOTT 213312 $65.00LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT LIBRFND1053

WEST GROUP 213329 $1,526.50BOOKS-ADULT 821897405

$55,026.54
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Supplemental Bills & Claims Listing - December 2010 PARTIAL

CUSTODIAL OPERATING BUDGET
VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Various Salaries & wages, overtime, spec. pay 13,002.96$     
Various WRS, SS, life, disability 2,428.01         
Various Health insurance, deductible 3,390.53         
DWD-Unemployment Ins UC September 1,120.08         
Hovlands Inc HVAC repairs 129.50            
Certified Inc Plumbing service/repair 398.73            
Tracis Green Interiors Plant rental 287.90            
Tracis Green Interiors Plant rental 287.90            
Wil Kil Pest Control Pest control services 30.00              
Waste Management Rubbish, garbage, recycling 389.40            
Waste Management Rubbish, garbage, recycling 390.93            
City of Eau Claire Stormwater fee 228.13            
G&K Services Rental service: rugs 190.80            
Menards Misc building mtls 11.84              
City Stores Dec miscellaneous supplies 305.15            

22,591.86$     

LIBRARY OPERATING BUDGET
VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Various Salaries & wages, shift prem, longevity 205,251.23$   
Various WRS, FICA, life insurance, EAP 64,496.63       
City of Eau Claire Monthly property insurance 2,583.33         

272,331.19$   

LIBRARY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Various Salaries & wages, shift prem, longevity 147.19$          
Various WRS, FICA, life insurance, EAP 27.38              

174.57$          
jg
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Statistical Report - December

Chng.
2008 2009 2010 Prev. Yr.

AVERAGE ADJUSTED DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS IN BUILDING
840          n/a n/a n/a    Month of December

1,085       n/a 1,527       n/a    Year to date

AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS TO YOUTH SERVICES
493          n/a 448          n/a    Month of December
769          n/a 733          n/a    Year to date

ATTENDEES AT YOUTH SERVICES OUTREACH PROGRAMS:
n/a n/a 432          n/a    Month of December
n/a n/a n/a n/a    Year to date

% SHARE OF CHECKOUTS AND RENEWALS (Does NOT include outgoing
MORE transactions)

71.8% n/a 70.9% n/a    City of Eau Claire
15.5% n/a 15.7% n/a    Remainder of Eau Claire County participating in Co. Lib. Svcs. Agreement
12.7% n/a 13.4% n/a    All other users checking something out or renewaing from this building

      Figures given for billable period according to contract (July-December)

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS CHECKING SOMETHING OUT FROM THIS BLDG:
12,567     13,122     12,429     n/a    Month of December

184,551   n/a 186,891   n/a    Year to date

CHECKOUTS
n/a n/a 60,266     n/a    Month of December
n/a n/a 916,009   n/a    Year to date

RENEWALS
n/a n/a 19,979     n/a    Month of December
n/a n/a 256,438   n/a    Year to date

Note:  the consortium changed the method of counting checkouts and renewals
in October, 2010.  Remote renewals are no longer estimated separately.

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS
  Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)

8,547       n/a 10,574     n/a    Month of December
110,743   n/a 134,389   n/a    Year to date

   Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
9,974       n/a 10,983     n/a    Month of December

123,439   n/a 134,407   n/a    Year to date

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS OF JUVENILE MATERIALS
   Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)

1,242       n/a 1,997       n/a     Month of December (includes renewals)
15,907     n/a 21,143     n/a     Year to date (includes renewals)

   Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
1,526       n/a 2,037       n/a     Month of December

18,536     n/a 23,029     n/a     Year to date
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Chng.
2008 2009 2010 Prev. Yr.

INTERLIBRARY LOANS
  Incoming materials (included in "Checkouts above)

349          n/a 234          n/a    Month of December (without renewals)
4,984       n/a 4,244       n/a    Year to date (without renewals)

 
   Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)

445          n/a 351          n/a    Month of December (without renewals)
4,617       n/a 3,812       n/a    Year to date (without renewals)

 
   Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)

16            n/a 20            n/a    Month of December (renewals)
79            n/a 126          n/a    Year to date (renewals)

HOME DELIVERY (included in Checkouts above)
929          n/a 896          n/a    Month of December (without renewals)

11,483     n/a 11,495     n/a    Year to date (without renewals)

HOME DELIVERY RENEWALS (included in Checkouts above)
above)

97            n/a 54            n/a    Month of December Renewals
n/a n/a 818          n/a    Year to date Renewals

 

UNIQUE VISITORS TO WEBSITE
12,836     n/a 8,650       n/a    Month of December

131,450   n/a 84,540     n/a    Year to date
   *New web statistics vendor December 2009
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2011 LIBRARY GOALS 
 
 

The Library staff will continue to provide services and programs and the current level 
of excellent customer service to the users of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public 
Library.  Library staff will also select, provide and develop its collections to meet the 
needs of its customers.  Outlined below are some additional specific goals. 
 
 
Planning 
 
Goal:  The Library Director, Assistant Director, management team and the staff in general 
along with the Library Board will have the implementation of the first year (2011) of the 
library’s 2011-2015 strategic plan as a high priority. 
 

 The Library Director, Assistant Director, management team members and other 
library staff will develop and continue to refine a detailed staff plan for the first year 
(2011) of the library’s strategic plan (see attached).  

 The Library Director and staff will update the Library Board on some aspect of the 
strategic plan on a bi-monthly basis. 

 
Goal:  The Library Director, Assistant Director, the staff and the Board will work closely with 
City staff and Ayres Associates to keep the best interest of the Library and its customers in 
the forefront as work on the River Front District Project develops; especially as relates to the 
streets and areas around the Library.  
 
Goal:   The Library Director and Library Board President will continue to work with the 
Chippewa Valley Museum and others to develop a community cultural plan. 
 
Goal:  The Library Director and Electronic Resources Facilitator will continue to work with 
outside organizations and offer library assistance and participation as appropriate as part of 
the library’s civic engagement initiative (e.g., the Chippewa Valley Museum and its 
Chippepedia and Clear Vision Eau Claire). 
 
Building Infrastructure 
 
Goal:  Working with contractors, the Library Director and staff will continue to deal with 
remaining and continuing building issues including, but not limited to, the new chiller, 
elevator modernization, brick and roof repair, the HVAC system in general, lighting, doors 
and signage. 
 
Library Policies 
 
Goal:  The Library Director and Assistant Director will monthly review one of the library’s 
policies with the Library Board. 
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE:  THE LIBRARY’S STRATEGIC PLAN 
YEAR 2011:  STAFF DETAILS 

 
 
GOAL 1:  Residents of all ages in the Eau Claire area are fully engaged in community 
life and enrich the quality of life in the area by taking advantage of opportunities to 
interact with their fellow residents/citizens. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Explore ways to enhance the ongoing funding available for cultural 
programming and to create greater opportunities for civic engagement. 
 
Administration/PRPS: 

 Through Himmel & Wilson, investigate examples of successful sponsorship 
opportunities regarding civic engagement and programming. 

 Examine current allocation of time and determine what additional staffing would 
relieve professional/experienced staff of routine functions so they could concentrate 
on more goal-associated programming.  Goal-associated programming 
encompasses the library's commitment to offer lectures, discussion series, exhibits, 
performances and other events that provide opportunities for cultural, literary and 
educational growth. 

 Continue to promote Library meeting facilities to government and school officials as a 
neutral place to hold hearings/meetings and advertise the role of the Library as a 
“boundary-spanning organization.” 

 
NOTES:   Efforts need to be made to engage new users of libraries and groups with diverse 
interests.  Goal-associated programming and outreach to these interests will be highlighted. 
 
STRATEGY 2:  Enhance the quality of meeting room space to include appropriate 
technologies and more comfortable seating. 
 
Administration:   

Seek funding for the additional renovation of Chippewa Room. 
 
Circulation/Custodial/Reference/Youth Services:  Use process improvement method to 
review all procedures, policies, etc. regarding meeting rooms in order to ensure that the 
most efficient and effective use of them is being made. 
 
STRATEGY 3:  Evaluate the mix of adult programming and move toward hosting more 
programming planned with specific purposes/outcomes in mind. 
 
PRPS: 

 Consider how the Library might engage groups and organizations that have not 
traditionally participated in library programming and work with them to possibly 
develop programs of interest to their members. 
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 When requested, provide opportunities for PRPS staff to visit other libraries with 
exemplary programming, especially those offering highly interactive programs 
designed to increase civic engagement. 

 
Reference:  Conduct literature search to identify libraries involved in civic engagement 
initiatives and programs such as Socrates Café. 
 
 
GOAL 2:  Preschool children have new opportunities to develop early literacy skills 
that prepare them to enter school ready to learn and impart the joy of reading and a 
pattern of lifelong learning. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Focus greater attention on providing early literacy skills for preschool 
children, for their parents and for their care-givers.  
 
Administration:  Allocate funding to provide all Youth Services staff with additional 
education and training opportunities related to early literacy services. 
 
Youth Services Staff: 

 Conduct literature search and explore what other exemplary libraries are doing in 
regard to early literacy services. 

 Follow up with telephone conversations with management/staff of exemplary libraries 
that have implemented early literacy services that appear to match the needs of the 
Eau Claire area. 

 Document planning and implementation efforts to benefit other libraries in the future. 
 Provide opportunities for all Youth Services staff to participate in both formal 

education and less formal workshop opportunities for gaining information/skills 
needed to design and implement an exemplary early literacy program. 

 Explore categories of LSTA funding and determine whether funds may be available 
for pilot projects. 

 Explore other potential sources of funding with the school district to determine 
whether there are possibilities for collaboration on grants or requests to foundations. 
 

NOTES:  This goal and strategy does NOT represent an abandonment of the work that the 
library has already been doing.  Rather it represents a greater emphasis on a component of 
the youth services program where the library can make a unique contribution; preparing 
children to enter school “ready to learn.”  
 
STRATEGY 2:  Work collaboratively with educators to develop strategies that promote 
reading readiness.  Include attention to ESL/ESOL needs. 
 
Administration:  Support education and training of Youth Services staff as they prepare the 
new early literacy initiative. 
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Preschool Program Planning Task Force:  Explore opportunities for funding that will 
benefit all participants including the Library. 
 
Head of Youth Services:   

 Establish a Preschool Program Planning Task Force to assist the Library in 
designing the new early literacy initiative. 

 Identify appropriate education and training related to the new initiative for each staff 
member in Youth Services. 
 

Youth Services Management:  Work with educators to identify best way(s) to engage 
children/families with at-risk children in the early literacy initiative. 
 
Youth Services Staff: 

 Review and update written agreement with the school district to reflect a new, even 
higher level of collaboration and cooperation. 

 Involve representative of the school district, UW-Eau Claire’s College of Education 
and Human Sciences and other educators in exploring the way in which the library 
can achieve the greatest impact with preschool children. 

 
STRATEGY 3:  Act as a convener of organizations with a stake in providing early childhood 
and family literacy skills to develop plans for how to maximize the impact of individual 
organization efforts through cooperation and collaboration. 
 
Administration/Youth Services Management:  Seek funding for planning the early literacy 
initiative and to cover costs associated with convening and hosting the early literacy summit. 
 
Information Technology/Youth Services Management:  Establish an early literacy project 
website to keep all educators informed of the library’s plans and activities. 
 
Youth Services Management:  Identify organizations and individuals involved in early 
literacy initiatives in the greater Eau Claire area. 
 
Youth Services Staff:  Document planning and implementation efforts to benefit other 
libraries in the future. 
 
Youth Services Staff/Preschool Program Planning Task Force:  Plan early literacy 
summit to bring together stakeholders to discuss needs and opportunities for cooperation 
and collaboration. 

STRATEGY 4:  Acquire additional resources and tools needed to effectively implement early 
literacy efforts.  
 

Administration:  Identify potential sources of seed funding to provide resources needed to 
prepare for new early literacy program. 
 
Youth Services Management and Staff/Preschool Program Planning Task Force:   

 Identify professional collection needs related to new initiative. 
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 Identify which participating organization (library, school district, University, etc.) 
should house and make resource materials available to program planners. 
 

STRATEGY 5:  Maintain a focus on making the introduction to books and reading “fun!” 
 
NOTES:  This strategy is included simply as a reminder that one of the Library’s unique 
roles is introducing pre-school children to the world of books and the joy of reading in an 
enjoyable way that encourages them to become lifelong readers.  While the intent of the 
Goal is to create an early literacy program that is extremely sound from a pedagogical 
standpoint, it is important to ensure that the “enjoyment” factor remains in place. 
 

 
GOAL 3:  Residents of the Eau Claire area are offered relevant new resources, 
services and programs that are increasingly delivered in non-traditional ways that 
save a new generation of library users their time and money and contribute to their 
personal success and quality of life. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Continue to work with libraries and other library organizations to obtain the 
most advantageous pricing on the licensing of proprietary content. 
 
Adult Services: 

 Explore the possibility of the involvement of UW-Eau Claire marketing students in the 
development of a promotional piece for electronic resources. 

 Continue to provide information about existing electronic resources. 
 Continue to evaluate usage of locally licensed resources and determine what to 

retain and what new resources to acquire/license. 
 Ensure that appropriate staff is trained to assist the public in answering their 

questions about databases, downloadable content and access to other digital 
content. 

 
STRATEGY 2:  Work with other libraries and library organizations to develop and implement 
applications that provide convenient access to relevant information through handheld 
devices. 
 

Information Technology:  Work with library staff and MORE to identify applications that are 
relevant to current users. 
 
STRATEGY 3:  Consider the development of webinars to reach and educate staff and 
customers regarding the wide range of e-content and downloadable devices available 
including databases, the library web site, the MORE catalog, search engines, recommended 
web sites, etc. 
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Adult Services/Information Technology/Reference/Youth:  

 Identify what topics need to be presented and who could present them as well as 
who could assist in the production of them. 

 Consider a plan for development and implementation of the webinars. 
 
STRATEGY 4:  Create physical spaces for teens and adults that highlight new technologies 
and create environments conducive to using them. 
 
Administration:  Develop a conceptual plan to determine the feasibility of creating a new 
enclosed teen space and upgraded adult information commons area. 
 
Administration/Adult Services/Youth Services:  Involve teen advisory group in planning 
and designing a new teen space and adult computer users in design of adult technology 
spaces. 
 
Reference/Youth Services:  Identify exemplary teen spaces and adult information 
commons areas in libraries and collect information, statistics, photos, etc. 
 
 
GOAL 4:  Residents of all ages in the Eau Claire area continue to have convenient 
access to a wide range of high-quality traditional library resources, services and 
programs that contribute to their quality of life and enable them to succeed at work, at 
school, and in their personal lives. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Continue purchase of traditional/print materials that satisfy public demand 
and maintain a well-balanced collection. 
 
Administration:  Continue effort to ensure that budget for print resources remains healthy. 
 
PRPS:  Continue media efforts to underscore the continuing importance of print resources 
while recognizing emerging digital resources. 
 
STRATEGY 2:  Improve “browsability” of library collections through user-friendly/intuitive 
arrangement of shelving, enhanced displays and better signage. 
 
Administration/Adult Services/Circulation/ PRPS:  Continue work to create a uniform 
signage system that helps the public locate desired resources. 
 
Adult Services/Circulation:  

 Examine existing new materials area and identify ways to improve. 
 Identify ways to reconfigure queuing line to encourage users to go to the checkout 

station closest to the pass-around point. 
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Adult Services/Circulation/PRPS:  Continue efforts to creatively market library materials.  
(Conduct literature review and attend CE, workshops, online sessions, conferences, etc.). 
 
STRATEGY 3:  Continue to attempt to address issues related to inequities/inconsistency in 
the responsibilities of MORE consortium member libraries. 
 
Administration/Circulation:   

 Identify top-priority concerns, document and report to IFLS/MORE.   
 Review existing principles of service and library responsibilities for MORE 

Consortium members and suggest changes and improvements when appropriate. 
 
NOTES: This needs to be an ongoing effort.  The long-term viability of resource sharing 
depends on fairness of rules and application of the rules to benefit all. 
 
STRATEGY 4:  Address access issues related to the elevator’s existing location. 
 
Administration:  Implement upgrade of elevator to use fob system. 
 
Administration/Adult Services/Circulation/PRPS:  Identify policies and procedures that 
need to be in place to improve public access to elevator. 
 
PRPS:  Inform public of increased access to the elevator.  Consider new signage as well. 
 
STRATEGY 5:  Introduce the option of self-check technology (ideally RFID-based). 
 
NOTES:  The implementation of this strategy is dependent on a decision that RFID is 
feasible and cost effective and when that decision is made.  If it is decided that RFID is not 
feasible/cost effective, LEPMPL should examine other self-check solutions. 
 
 
GOAL 5:  The people of the Eau Clare area benefit as the library employs new 
technologies, adopts best practices and develops strategic partnerships that enhance 
its capacity to serve the public. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Depending on the results from the MORE RFID Committee, conduct a cost 
analysis to determine costs and payback time related to the implementation of Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology as well as ancillary technologies such as self-
check, RFID-based security systems and automated materials handling systems. 
 
Administration:   

 Explore hiring a consultant (IFLS?) to do cost analysis. 
 Ask Board for permission to explore cost study with IFLS/MORE. 
 Explore sources of funding for cost/feasibility study (LSTA?). 
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Circulation/HRS/RFID Task Force initially, then Circulation/HRS/Technical Services 

next:  Make contacts with staff in other similar-sized libraries that are exploring and/or 
implementing RFID (Appleton, Oshkosh). 
 
NOTES:  Again, the implementation of this strategy is dependent on a decision that RFID is 
feasible and cost effective and when that decision is made.   
 
STRATEGY 2:  Work with IFLS/MORE to encourage them to assume the leadership role in 
pursuing the implementation of RFID technology throughout MORE. 
 
Administration: 

 Engage IFLS and MORE administration/staff in conversation about determining 
steps needed to explore RFID on a system-wide/consortium-wide basis. 

 Work with City and County to identify extent to which City and/or County can assist in 
financing efforts (bonding?). 

 Explore potential for grant funding to assist MORE libraries in conversion to RFID 
technologies. 

 
Administration/Circulation/Reference:  Document the experiences of select libraries that 
have implemented RFID to get a better understanding of what is/would be involved. 
 
STRATEGY 3:  Examine traditional service delivery mechanisms in reference and adult 
services and consider the implementation of emerging, more interactive models of providing 
information services. 
 
Adult Services:  Continue to explore “Meebo” and “Text a Librarian” and implement if 
feasible and cost-effective. 
 
 
GOAL 6:  The vitality of the downtown area is enhanced and personal interaction 
between and among area residents increases as physical improvements to the library 
building and the surrounding area reinforce the library’s position as an indispensible 
center of community life. 
 
STRATEGY 1:  Work with the City on plans for the Riverfront District and explore the 
potential for creating more green space in the area immediately surrounding the library.  
 

Administration: 

 Director should be as engaged in as many economic development organizations and 
efforts as possible.  
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 Library needs to be seen as a “player” in urban redevelopment.  Goal should be that 
the Library is seen as a partner anytime there is an economic development/ 
redevelopment effort. 

 
STRATEGY 2:  Work with the City to improve the visibility of existing parking as well as 
pedestrian approaches to the library.  
 

Administration:   
 Explore the adequacy of existing lighting and signage. 
 Explore the possibility of changing the duration of the Walk/Don’t Walk signs on 

Farwell.   
 

STRATEGY 3:  Consider the addition of a café, permanent Friend’s bookstore and/or other 
amenities that build the library’s reputation as a “destination.” 
 
Administration:   

 Work with Friends of the Library to discuss desire to make the library a community 
destination and assess Friends willingness/desire to be involved either as a partial 
funder of enhancement projects or a partner in the operation of such efforts. 

 Assess the Red Cedar Room and determine what changes would be necessary to 
use it either as a bookstore, a café, a combination of the two or enhancing it to 
enhance the library’s overall meeting facilities. 

 This strategy is part of an effort to make the library a “destination” in the community.  
The specifics such as bookstore, café, etc. should be determined. 

 
STRATEGY 4:  Re-envision current space use to create a friendlier, more engaging first 
impression upon entering the building. 
 
Administration/Adult Services/Circulation/PRPS/Youth Services:   

 Explore the possibility of having a UW–Eau Claire marketing class conduct a “user-
friendliness” assessment of the library facility as a class project. 

 Establish a staff task force to work with the public on developing recommendations 
for increasing the user-friendliness of the library. 
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Annual Transfer from Operating Fund to Capital Improvement Fund - 2011

For our regular transfer from the operating fund to the CIP:

250 1010 Cash (Library operating) (106,000.00)$ 
250 2040 7044 Tsf to Capital Improvements 106,000.00$  

490 1010 Cash (CIP) 106,000.00$  
49001 5114 Transfer from Library (106,000.00)$ 

and to use fund balance for Capital Improvement Projects:

250 3102 Fund balance-Undesignated 220,000.00$  
25001 5590 Fund balance used for CIP (220,000.00)$ 

 250 1010 Cash (Library operating) (220,000.00)$ 
250 2040 7044 Tsf to Capital Improvements 220,000.00$  

490 1010 Cash (CIP) 220,000.00$  
49001 5114 Transfer from Library (220,000.00)$ 

jg
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    Number: 9 
    Category: Administration 

 
   
 

 
Policy Title:  POLICIES 
Date adopted: 08/20/09 
Date(s) amended:  
Date last reviewed:  

 
 
The objective of the Library policies manual is to establish policy with reference to the 
mission and goals of the Library in areas not covered by law which the Board considers to 
be of importance.  Policy, thus established, is a guideline for Board activity and the 
administration of the Library.  
 
When a need becomes apparent for a written policy on a particular subject, the Director or 
the Board may refer the task to a particular library staff member or library committee or 
appoint a committee for the specific purpose of writing said policy.  Outside legal or 
technical advice may be required.  Adoption of policies shall be by majority affirmative vote 
of the Trustees present at a regular open meeting of the Board. 
 
All policies will be reviewed periodically as necessary with the goal of reviewing all policies 
within a three-year period.   Re-examination of any policy may be initiated at any time by 
any Board member or the Library Director. The date of the last review of a policy will be on 
the most current version of the policy. 
 
The Trustees understand and acknowledge that policies are: 

 Designed to assist the Board with governing the Library and its operations.  
 Subject to, and do not supersede, laws applicable to Library business.  
 Automatically amended, by operation of law, to the extent of any conflict between the 

policies and applicable laws.  
 Intended to be updated by the Trustees periodically in an effort to maintain 

consistency between the policies and applicable laws.  
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